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Industry braced for 

CD pricïng ïnqisiry 
The music industry is steeling itself for the most public row in its history this week with the launch of the Government select coramittee inquiry into CD pricing on Thursday. The proceedings, stretched over the next three weeks, will take place in the full glare of the média spotlight, with BBC1, BBC2, and Channel Four ail booking feeds from the House Of Gommons. Record companies and their critics renewed hostilities over the issue last week just days before the launch of the probe. Kevin Hawkins, corporate affairs director of WH Smith and author of the group's sub- mission ,to the National 

Thursday April 15 Simply Red managers Elliol Rashman and Andy Dodd, royalty auditor Stephen Abury, Dire Straits manager Ed Bicknell, (unnamed artists). Consumers' Association directors Derek Prentice and Steïen Locke. Thursday April 22 WH Smith Group MD Sir Malcolm Reld, Dur Price MD Richard Handover. WHS Sounds and Video group manager Nigel Kenyon-Jones. HMV UK MD Brian McLaughlin, marketing director David Terrill, business development director Glen Ward. Tower Records MD Ken Sockolov. Music Discount Centre MD Alan Goulden. Thursday April 29 EMI Records UK MD Rupert Perry, (others to be Gnalised). PolyGram UK MD Roger Ames, légal and business affairs director Clive Fisher, Phonogram MD David Clipsham. PolyGram finance director Nick Carrington. 
Héritage select committee, says the recent rash of retail price promotions have bol- stered the argument of those pressing for cheaper CDs. "The case for concerted 

CD prices. The company needs to appear aggressive." And BPI director général John Deacon says, "It's time to nail the myth. Our case is strong and consistent and we're ready for anything the comittee wants to put to us." Meanwhile, Dire Straits manager Ed Bicknell, due to attend the first hearing on Thursday (see table), has again attacked the BPI's defence of current CD pricing. He will call for CDs to be priced at under £10 for the next two years. The select committee has no statutory power, although it is expected to présent its findings to the Office of Fair Trading. 

Virgin risesto top 
ofaSbums labels 
in first quarter 
Virgin has emerged as leading albums label for the first quar- ter of 1993, according to new figures compiled by CIN from Gallup data. The label was propelled into the top slot - with 4.7% of the market - by albums from a range of artists including Lenny Kravitz, Genesis and American Music Club. Meanwhile BMG, buoyed by the success of releases includ- ing Whitney Houston's I Will Always Love You and Take That's Why Can't I Wake Up With You?, was the leading singles distributor between January and Mardi, its 24.8% share beating rival PolyGram into second place. BMG's Arista imprint was top singles label for the second consécutive quarter with 7.5%. Overall, PolyGram held on to its position as top singles and albums company and albums distributor. 

PRS members 

tspaffitrProms 
An independent probe i Proms fiasco at PRS has con- firmed that members will bear the huge costs of the ill-fated computer membership and royalties System. The Performing Right Society is not publicising full détails of the hard-hitting report. But members will be inforraed by post of its five main recommendations by PRS chairman Wayne Bickerton this week. The report on Proms (Performing Right On-line Membership Services) by Context Systems was deliv- ered during a day-long PRS council meeting last week. It recommends: • abandoning most of the Proms System; • writing off costs on parts that cannot be re-used; 

• seeking compensation from 
• and implementing a thor- ough cost-cutting programme. The council has called an open meeting for ail members on June 2 to discuss the report. PRS is still without a chief executive since Michael Free- gard resigned when Proms was put "on ice" last November after a consultant discovered fiaws in the £12m System. • PRS has referred to its solic- itors a letter from U2 threaten- ing to sue the Society unless the group is granted permis- sion to administer its own live performance rights. Clintons, acting for U2, says it will await a PRS response before issuing proceedings. 

* LATE NEWS * 
The BPI council is believed to have agreed unanimously to recommend that market research company Millvvard Brown should take over the compilation of the CIN music charts when the current contract with Gallup runs out in January 1994. A final décision was being taken by the board of CIN - the joint venture between Spotlight Publications and the BPI - as MW went to press. Neither the BPI nor CIN was willing to 

Millward Brown - a subsidiary of the giant WPP marketing services company - is the UK's fourth largest market research company, reporting a £27.4m turnover for 1992, up 17.4% on 1991. Gallup has compiled the officiai UK charts for the past 10 years. 
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NEW^DESK^T^msaO^ NEWS 

.Hajors eye coilapsed Teiedisc 
Receivers called in to dit marketing company Teledisc expect to announce tKe"sal5~of its name to one of the major record companies within days. The collapse of the TV mar- keting company at the end of last month with debts of n 

"I have had a lot of interest in assets such as the name and mailing list and would expect a sale soon," says Martin Iredale, administrative receiv- er at Coopers Lybrand. Teledisc, forraed in 1979, grew to hecome a market leader during the mid- Eighties. 

Industry sources blâme its recent problems on the reces- sion, over expansion and changes in the média sales market. It crashed on March 26 owing millions of pounds to rights owning record compa- nies, TV stations and manufac- turées. Iredale says he expects no return to créditons. The receivership of parent 

company Direct Entertain- ment includes Teledisc's sister companies Brat Pack Enter- tainment, Teleshop and its jazz label Ronnie Scott's Jazz House Records. Some 20 staff were laid off iramediately. As well as acquiring new labels the company had also recently expanded into video booths and film production. 
Mergersees 
TBD lake on 
Ingram titles 
Terry Blood Distribution will handle ail video titles previ- ously distributed by Ingram Entertainment from this week following the merger of the two companies. The combined company will retain the TBD name and be run by TBD's management team with an Ingram repré- sentative on its board. The merger increases TBD's share of the sell-through video mar- ket by around a third. Ingram's sales force will remain intact, although staff at the company's north London dépôt will be made redundant or found other jobs within TBD's parent John Menzies group following the closure of the site last week. TBD managing director Norman Smith says he hopes to strengthen links with Ingram's parent company in the US. "With Ingrams' links to the US, we hope to offer a wider range of product and see this as a great opportunity for cross fertilisation," he says. 

Paul McCartney's Liverpool Institute of Performing Arts is close to raising the £12.4m needed to open in 1995 after concluding a four-year sponsorship deal with German electronics manufacturer Grundig. Grundig will provide half the £4m private sector funding forthe school. Lipa will be promoled throughout McCartney's fortheoraing New World Tour, the European dates of which are being sponsored by Grundig. Lipa administrative director Mark Fealherslone-Witty (right) says the school will reçoive more than £4m from différent EC fonds in addition to money received from McCartney, the UK governmcnt and MPA members. 
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Bard renews 

chaits pMge 
Ail the UK's most important retailers have endorsed their support for the UK's officiai charts by signing a far-reach- ing agreement to continue sup- plying sales information to GIN. The new contract replaces the one originally signed in June 1990 and is understood to run for four years. Bard's sig- nature is supported by ail its members including leading retailers Andy's Records, Boots, HMV, John Menzies, Music Junction, Our Price, Sam Goody, Tower Records, Virgin Retail, WH Smith and Woolworths. Bard chairman Simon Burke says, "There's a lot more in this contract about the degree to which retailers sup- port the GIN chart. That was a most difficult matter because 

to be mindful of retailers' rights to promote their own charts — it's no mean feat for retailers to corne together and support restric- tions in this area." GIN managing director Adrian Wistreich says, "The Bard agreement brings into play ail multiples in the indus- 

try and represents a 100% endorsement of the GIN objec- tives to produce the définitive chart for the industry." Bard has also finally reached agreement with ail the major record companies over the supply of inlay cards to replace daraaged or stolen originals. The agreement follows lengthy negotiations betwen the retail body and the BPI. Virgin, BMG, Warner Music and Sony have now ail con- firmed their intention to join the scheme by the end of May. EMI and Pinnacle have already been supplying inlay replacements for a few months. "This is good news for every- one. Nobody loses out since the record companies are selling us the product," says Burke. 

Tringhitbyanother 

copyright wrangle 
Budget specialist Tring International and its parent The Long Island Music Company have been sued again over allégations of copy- right infringement. Writs relating to recordings by Peggy Lee, Liza Minnelli and Olivia Newton John were issued by Conifer Records with DRG Records and EMI Records with Festival Records International last week. The actions, backed by the BPI and the IFPI, claim Tring infringed the plaintiffs' copy- right by copying, importing and selling parts of the rele- vant recordings without a 

The writs allégé that Tring and Long Island have gained "substantial" benefits through their "flagrant disregard" for the copyrights. 

They go on to seek injunc- tions against the recordings being distributed, imported or sold in the UK, request dam- ages and an order that ail the disputed goods be destroyed. A Tring spokesman says the company is "extremely sur- prised" by the EMI action since it follows amicable discussions between the two. The actions are the latest in a barrage of writs involving Tring and Long Island. In November they were one of three companies sued by Island Records. Then in February they were sued by EMI over a classical recording. They in turn launched an action in Paris against the Midem organisa- tion over Tring's expulsion from the Cannes trade fair in January. 

Britannia MD 
takes on new 
rôle in rejig 
John Nelligan is standing down as managing director of Britannia Music after 10 years at the helm of the UK's largest music mail order company. From this week he will be replaced by James Middlehurst, 37, previously head of group marketing at Allied Irish Bank. Nelligan, who joined the PolyGram- owned company from mail order firm John Myers, will remain at Britannia in the new rôle of chairman. Under Nelligan Britannia has grown to have 1.7m active members and 350 staff. This year the company, which has sponsored the Brit Awards for the past five years, expects to ship 16m units. Middlehurst will spearhead the company's move into new areas of business. 

COMMENT 

ts that followcd I he troubled Proms •oject at PUS. i suggested that might have been using members of ;ment including 

rather than that ofPRS members. I wish to raake it entirely clear that this was no my intention and I fully accep that they did not do so. In addition Mr Abrahams has asked me to make it clear that he played no part in the formulation or development o 
Music P J 

m PRS in that 

Acomputer T^dTshow in London last week proved that the pace of innovation in the video games market is truly startling. But so too is the growing relationship between 
Not only were there a number of music-related products on show - from A Hard Day's Night on an Apple Macintosh CD-Rom to Sony's Make Your Own Pop Video on Mega-CD - but the bars were full of talk of record companies buying into games 
Many have long predicted 

totally integrated home entertainment business. Butât last week's ECTS it looked rather like this dream has already hecome something of a reality. 
^/^s the board of the Country 

ic of the world's 
The CMA had expected 

as of last Wednesday a huge 280 had registered - 29 of them managing directors. 
bandwagon is finally rolling. 



WEBBO 

Everyone - retailers, record companies, the public - is fed up with multi-format singles. It is confusing for retailers and expensive record companies who, fearful of the compétition, always want to use ail the allowable formats in case they fail due to the lack of 

for 

e. The by making people i which formats £ superfluous, ha: where commonsense failed before. The market itself is deciding how many formats are vital to make a hit. So, having one more format would appear to be lunacy. But it isn't. We need to introduce the two- track lower-priced CD single-noie. There are many problems involved in this (record company margins being one) for under the présent rules they wouldn't qualify for the chart! You wouldn't have to increase the number of eligible formats - that could stay at four with one being a two-track CD - but the price qualification rule would have to change. Currently, a CD single has to have a minimum dealer price of £2.45 plus VAT to qualify for the chart. It doesn't matter that a CD single costing this much can be sold in certain shops for 99p. These sales are still eligible because Gallup can't identify selling prices. However a CD single with a dealer price of £1.50 plus VAT selling at £2.49 isn't eligible because the dealer price is too low. This is absurd. We should have disposable two-track CD singles in cheaper (cardboard?) packaging on sale now to stimulate this market and help, finally, kill off the vinyl single. Maybe it would help stimulate more sales of CD players to ail our benefit and keep younger buyers interested by providing a widely available, lower- priced digital format. We won't know 'til we try. Act now please CIN/BPI. 

NEWS 

MCA marque feacks rib   to adoot the to break some of the acts inl MCAis launchinga Worldwide branding campaign at the end of this month in an attempt to build the international appeal of its infiuential US r&b The Streetbeat campaign Streetbeat: identity for —-   — Bobby Brown. Mary J Blige MCA Intel national and Wreckx-N-Effect through  ™ album stickering, compila- tions, merchandise and an ional magazine. 
 Stuart Watson, will simultaneously Worldwide ide North America and backed by The campaign, devised by and press advertising. 

-we are trying to adopt the kind of sophisticated approach to marketing ofabig corpora- tion, such as Coca-Cola," says Watson. "The aim is to broaden our sales base by establishmg a brand identity. Streetbeat should become like a recom- mended sticker." MCA has been at the tore- front of the development of US r&b and new jack swing. And in recent months it has begun 

to break se the UK chart. The first Streetbeat sampler album, due on April 26, will include some of those first crossover successes, such as Rump Shaker by Wreckx-N- Effect and Bobby Brown's Getaway. Streetbeat's quarterly fanzine will have English, French, Spanish and Chinese éditions and an initial print run of 500,000. 

China plugs CD 

wrth 1reeD video 
China Records is releasing a limited-edition video with its fortheoming Dogs D'Amour album despite the fact that the promotion could exclude the band from the albums chart. China managing director Derek Green says his label is releasing up to 5,000 copies of the video as a limited édition with CDs of the album in an attempt to re-establish the act after a two-year absence. Green says the video has ensured strong retail support for an album that dealers may otherwise not have stocked since it will not be trailed by a single. Releasing a single 

mm 

: a freebie' 
before the album's release on May 3 would not be flnancially worthwhile because of the speed of the chart, he says. Green adds that since the deluxe CD box will haï ;e of 50p m 

standard China CDs the video is not strictly-speaking a give- away, even though the package is intended to retail at £12.99. Cassettes of the album have a low dealer price of £3.50, in order to retail below £6. Gallup charts director John Pinder says the fact that the limited édition release has a slightly higher price is likely to make it eligible for the charts under Gallup rules. The chart code was changed in the mid-Eighties following a rash of promotions in which record companies gave away ■ : gifts that e than than the releases. 

LabattstopsiçVirgsfiii 
Canadian brewer Labatts is to sponsor Virgin Radio's Sunday afternoon rock album chart show in a deal worth £750,000. The deal for the "CIN chart will initially run for one year, with options for an extension. Labatts will receive crédits, trails and advertising slots 

during the countdown. Two sponsorship deals for shows hosted by Chris Evans and Emperor Rosko are still under negotiation. John Diakiw, managing director of Labatts Breweries Europe, says the deal under- lines the growing importance 

of radio to advertisers. "Our experience in Canada is that radio is no longer a sec- ondary médium. It is as prima- ry as TV for certain audiences and Britain is moving forward in this direction with the launch of Virgin 1215," he says. ~ 

Novello in buy ouï 
The Music Sales Group has acquired long-established UK publishing house Novello & Company from the Ensign Trust in a deal worth around £2.5m. Novello, publisher of com- posera including Sir Malcolm Arnold, Sir Arthur Bliss and Sir Edward Elgar, now joins Music Sales' other publishing divisions, which include Chester Music and Edition Wilhelm Hansen. 

Wise: long pursuit of Novello 
Music Sales founder Bob Wise, who first attempted to buy Novello in 1970, says, 'This new acquisition shows that we are interested in the 

future of serious music more than ever." He adds that the Novello catalogue fits well with Music Sales' other divisions since it contains works by composers already published by Chester Music, including Thea Mus- grave and Judith Weir. Novello, founded in 1811 
iVovnb0Ught by Granada in 1970, subsequently passing through various hands before being bought by Ensign Trust. 

CoSImsiioksnew 
albums îo shows 
Collins Classics launches a pop-style marketing strategy next month linking releases to concerts by its artists, writes Phil Sommerich. Collins managing director Alan Booth says recordings by many of the label's young artists will now be based on what they are playing at con- certs, a policy hitherto rare among classical releases. "That way we will get on record performances that have already been thoroughly pre- pared for concerts," he says. The label will also launch releases to tie-in with tours. Pianist Joanna MacGregor's concerts in Paris, Antwerp and London in May will be support- ed by the release of a Bach album. POS material will also be made available for retailers. Booth says he intends to make three or four new sign- ings this year. Last month he signed the fast-rising young Duke Quartet and chamber group Domus. The label has halved releases to about five a month to ensure each title is exploited fully. • Next month Collins unveils its new starker logo and sleeve designs, the resuit of research by image consultants Cope- land Charrington. 
IVIW soccer cup 
shsfts finals dey 
The Music Week five-a-side football tournament at Wembley Arena has moved forward a day following the rescheduling of Premier League matches later in the week. The final will still be played during the Evening Standard tournament for top London clubs. But the game has now been brought forward to Monday May 10. The first knockout rounds in the MW trophy will now take place on Sunday May 9 between lOam and 5pm. The resheduling opens space for four more teams in the charity contest. 
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NEWS 

Cames secîor 
cornes otage 
wiîh Elmdeai The European games industry is to pay its first million pound advance in a move which puts the booming games sector on a par with the recording indus- try, writes Ciaran Brennan. Manchester-based Océan Software signed the three-year deal, believed to be worth more than £lm, with independent game developer Digital Image Design at the European Computer Trade Show in London last week. The money will be recouped against royal- ties paid on the developer's next six products. Océan director Gary Bracey says, "We came to this show to do business, and this must surely be among the most important business which has been done over the three days." Other notable events at the show, which took place at Islington's Business Design Centre between April 4 and 6, included the trade's first expo- sure to Sega's Mega CD player (see story right) and the first public appearance by the newly formed UK division of Sony Electronic Publishing, which is expected to becorae a big player in the market over the next year. 

Siega CD offto 

powerful start 
Retailers are hailing the launch of Sega's Mega CD player as a runaway success with many shops selling out of the machines, which play games as well as standard audio CDs, on day one. But despite the rush, record industry hopes for increased pénétration of CD hardware are unlikely to be fufilled for at least a year. Sega says around 80% of the format's initial buy- ers will already own standard CD players. An initial shipment of 65,000 machines hit the shops on April 2 in what one games retailer described as "the major launch of the year". Three games titles are includ- ed with every £270 hardware package, with a further six available retailing for between £40 and £45. HMV computer games buyer Gerry Berkley says that the chain's Birmingham shop sold 

Mega CD: instant 
ail its 18 machines on day one, a feat repeated elsewhere despite a national rail strike. "It is early days yet, but it has been very successful," he says. Virgin spokesman Nick Early adds that in-store dis- plays and promotions have helped secure a profitable start. "We have been very happy with results so far but, as with any new format, popu- larity will ultimately dépend on the choice of games avail- able," he says. Ten-y Blood Distribution 

managing director Norman Smith says his company has already sold its initial stock of 1,000 machines, He adds that the new format could have favourable implications for the 
"The Mega CD reinforces the five-inch dise as the prime mover in home entertaiment. Its real significance is as a car- rier that can move across from the games market into music." He adds that the Mega CD may sell better than the new audio-only formats MiniDisc and Digital Compact Cassette. Sega is currently planning a multi-million pound late night TV advertising campaign starting on May 8 to promote the format further, even though the CD software is still very limited and no more machines are due to be shipped until August. The campaign will involve ads last- ing up to five minutes. 

NEWSFILE 

Virgin is to open new outlets in Coventry and Chester in the autumn, bringing to 22 the total of megastores in the chain. Both shops will create more than 30 jobs. 
English Heritage's London advisory comraittee has consented to proposais to re- open the foyer of north London's Rainbow Theatre as a music venue on May 28. 
HMV has launched an Easter promotion offering 99 CDs at £9.99. Meanwhile Dur Price has launched a video sale and an "Dur Price is Tastier than Chocolaté" music campaign pricing chart, non-chart and selected new releases at £9.99 
PRS has promoted Nicholas Lowe to director of légal afTairs. Lowe has headed the society's légal department since 1986. 
Depeche Mode are to play the first ever gig at the Crystal Palace National Sports Centre on July 31, the only UK date in their European tour. The band's number one album Songs Of Faith And Dévotion was released in the US through Sire and not Warner Reprise as stated last week. 

BP! !o début 
a! Popkomm 
The BPI is to make its first appearance at Germany's Popkomm festival in Cologne in August, where it will take an umbrella stand to promote UK music. The move follows the announcement at Midem in January that the record Com- pany organisation plans to take the royal yacht Britannia to the Cannes event to under- line the UK's presence at next year's trade fair. BPI director général John Deacon says, "We're looking at any opportunity where it would be good to further the name of the UK record indus- try around the world," he says. At Popkomm, which takes place From August 19-22, the BPI stand will serve as a base for UK companies to receive messages and hold meetings. 

INXSturn backs 

on stadium gigs 
INXS are to play a s key UK dates this part of a world tour which the Australian group ' their backs on the ' " 

Détails of the 21 concerts, promoted by MCP, will be announced just 48 hours before each show, says Andy Woolascroft of booking agent Primary Talent. Aberdeen, Cardiff, Leicester and Wolverhampton are among the locations to be included. Primary and MCP intend to keep détails of the UK dates secret in order to cre- ate maximum impact as each date is announced. The dates are just one leg of 

INXS: low key 
a world tour which will gener- ally avoid stadiums. One of the US shows will be held inside an aircraft hangar. "The idea has corne from the band. They want to get away from the major venue syn- drome to give the fans best value," says Woolascroft. INXS's last UK performance was a sell-out date at Wembley 

Sony's first télévision ads for MiniDi sees the format endorsedby Sade, the singer signed to its Epie label. The campaign will nui fortwo weeks on MTV and features her Love Deluxe album being played on a MiniDisc Walkman. "This was an opportunistic use of a campaign planned for Sade," says John Duncombe, account directoi at MiniDisc's agency DPA. "It works because Sade is the kind of artist that is associaled with a disceming audience looking for quality sound." 
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MARKET PREVIEW 

SPOKEN WORD 
JOANNA TROLLOPE: The Rector's Wife read by Patricia Hodge (F. Harper Collins Audio Books, HCA 147). Crisply read taie ofa vicar's spouse who strikes a blow for women everywhere, defying her husband by taking a supermarket job. Critics predict Joanna Trollope will be the biggest female author of the decade and the novel bas topped the best selling paperbacks lists for 30 weeks, so big sales are guaranteed. 
ELLIS PETERS: The Virgin In The Ice narrated by Sir Michael Hordern with cast (BBC Radio CoUection, ZBBC 1451). Another Brother Cadfael mystery from the pen of Ellis Peters (Edith Pargeter) who has written 18 novels about the médiéval sleuth since 1977. This dramatisation set in the chill winter of 1139 is being broadcast on Radio Four throughout April and May and a TV sériés is planned later in the year. Awareness is high. 
DAPHNE DU MAURIER: Jamaica Inn read by Josie Lawrence (Random House Audiobooks, ISBN 1-85686- 087-6). Interest in du Maurier is currently riding high with the publication of Margaret Forster's biography and Josie Lawrence's high profile should ensure this classic taie gets noticed. BSS 
DAD'S ARMY 3 (BBC Radio CoUection, ZBBC 1455). The antics of Captain Mainwaring's gériatrie Home Guards are relayed in another four épisodes from the classic BBC TV sériés, supported by 14 more épisodes due on our screens later this year. This obviously works better on TV but it is nevertheless one of BBC Radio Collection's most successful range of comedy titles. EÎS 

1 

Bon Joui: Hue in New York and set to shift bucketloads on the back ofthe band's fortheoming to 

VARIOUS: Bloody Icons (BMG 74321124963). Ten obscene, blasphemous or violent videos here, or at least they have ail been billed as such by our moral guardians. Bloody Icons sets out to showease the double standards inherent in censorship, but - featuring videos from such acts as The Cuit, Cinderella and Alice Cooper - ends up as a challenging compilation which should sell by the bucket. ES3 
SPECIAL BEAT: Shibuya On Air (Visionary JE233). The long queues outside north London's George Robey are testament to Ska's enduring popularity in the UK, and judging by this film captured last year in Tokyo, it's pretty 

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE: Romeo And Juliet by the Renaissance Theatre Company (Random House Audiobooks, ISBN 1-85686- 270-4). A real luwies production from Kenneth Branagh's Renaissance Theatre Company in association with Radio Three which broadeasts it on Sunday April 25. Its release two days earlier is timed to coincide with the bard's birthday. Cast includes Sir John Gielgud, Dame Judi Dench, Richard Briers, Simon Callow and Brannagh himself in the starring rôle. Serious enough for release on CD (three) and cassette (four), which is C unusual for a spoken word title. Should follow the suecess oflastyear's Hamlet. IWtH Caroline Moss 

World (WEA YZ 717). The music from notei TV commercial, for which dealers have heen hombarded wilh requests for months, looks like hecoming the «est graduate from small screen (o Top 40. Aficionados of the ercial may be disappointed on two counts, though. First, the single m ataslowerpaceand, secondly, the mémorable Enya- esque signature that accompanies the ad packs less punch when required to sland alono. Even so, one 
1; Ship Ahoy (Talkin Loud TLKCD 39). First releasod as a single lest year, but likely to garner far attention now in new mixes following their Ail About Eve. A mixture of hard rap, bass and s h influences - tin whistle and fragile Sinead O'Connor vocals - combine to maiTe one of the more unusual and vital 

big in Japan too. Spécial Beat, unsurprisingly comprising former Beat and Specials members Neville Staples, Ranking Roger, Lynval Golding and Brad Bradbury, are strong performers and this film - due out on May 24 - is vibrant enough to warrant steady sales. ISS 
EVERYTHING BUT THE GIRL: Home Movies (WMV catalogue number tbc). Due out on May 10, this promo compilation is being marketed in conjunction with Warner's best of album, also called Home Movies. The video will be mentioned on ail TV ads for the album as well as on the POS which includes posters, nameboards and a centrepiece. Visually EBTG have always been a low-key duo, but that hasn't stopped 

them insisting on creative and interesting promos. Not a massive video hit but the marketing push should ensure it's a steady seller. ISSU 
ROGER WHITTAKER: In Concert (Start through Sony Music Opérations SVM 811). The perennial crooner and whistler still sells out tours Worldwide and this, as only his second video, could do well if MOR is your customers' bag. Start is backing the film, which captures Whittaker performing in Canada, with 
Replay and Select to coincide with its release on May 4. ISS 
MORRISSEY: Live In Dallas (PMI MVP 4911193). Recorded on video, this hour- long film cornes across as a 

MAINSTREAM - SINGLES 

Little Angels: 
POISON; Unlil You Suffer Some [Fire And Ice] (Capilul CDCL 6851. Good mélodie radio fodder likely to appeal well beyond their usual fan base, so a hit of some size. An exclusive acoustic version of Stand will add to iits marketability. SSSS 
LITTLE ANGELS: Soapbox [Reraix] ILTLCD14861 691-2). Comfortably slraddling the rock/pop divide, Little Angels strike again with a simple, mélodie sang impeccably performed. Live lakes of Woraankind and Too Much Too Young, previously 

THE R0LLING ST0NES/VARI0US: Gimme Shelter (Food CD0RDERA1). A dozen versions of the venerable Stones song performed by more than 20 name acts, many of whom double- up, should provide a hnancial bonanza for the worthy homeless charity Putting Our House In Order. There is something here for ail tastes, with pop (cassette), rock, (CD1), alternative (CD2) and dance (12-inch) configurations. Hannah Jones emerges as the red hot marna closest to Merry Clayton's original on a collaboration with Heaven 17, while the one version common to ail formats is a previously unreleased live Stones take. Politically correct and musically sound. WWSt 
DEACONBLUE: Only Tender Love IColumbia 6591842), Disappointingly unfocused single from a band who can do much bettor, this promises to 

good quality bootleg which will increase its appeal for hardened fans but may disappoint other potential purchasers. Due out on April 26, it is backed by co-op press ads with HMV in NMÉ and Our Price in Vox. ËÏÏ3 
BON JOV1: Keep The Faith - An Evening With... (PolyGram Video 0865143). Due out next week, this live video will get another boost when the band's European tour reaches the UK early next month. Filmed in October by MTV at New York's Kaufman Astoria Studios, it is backed by national and rock press ads plus fly posters around the tour venues, leafleting at the gigs and retail display packages. SÏISS Selina Webb 

VARIOUS: The Women's Philharmonie/ Jo Ann Falletta (Koch 37192 Hl). Radio Four's Kaléidoscope has already pre-publicised this intriguing collection of works by women composera - Lili Boulanger, Clara Schumann, Fanny Mendelssohn, Germaine Tailleferre - played by an all-female US orchestra. It is due for more exposure on Women's Hour, in women's magazines and gets a track on the coverdisc of the May issue of Classic CD. 
VARIOUS: Tangazo - Latin American Music. New World Symphony/Thomas (Decca 436 737-2). Marking the début on the Argo label for conductor Michael Tilson Thomas, who has had a lot of 

LET L00SE: Crazy Fur You (Vertige VERCD 74). The opening gambit from band who aim to nestle in the Take That/East 17 teen idol market is an attractively catchy but fairly subtle song, Produced by Nickv Graham, who was instrumental in the success of Bros, teen mans are already preparing the ground for them to be The Next Big Thing. 

GEORGE MICHAEL/QUEEN WITH LISA STANSFIELD: Five Live (EP) (Parlophone R6340|. A big marketing campaign, a worthy cause (the Mercury Phoenîx Trust) and the (act that this will be Michael's only single for some time unless his dispute with Sony takes an unexpected turn are sufficient reasons to ensure that this is a huge smash. [Sî!3 
  Alan Jones 
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THE ESSENTIAL MW STOCKING GUIDE 
promotion from Sony, and the start of an American sériés for the Decca label, this collection of spicy Latin works by Chavez, Copland, Ginastera and others bas jazzAvorld music appeal as well as drawing classical explorers. ESI 
HANDEL, ARNE: Arias. Emma Kirkby, Academy of Ancient Music/Hogwood (L'Oiseau Lyre 436 132-2). Under the title Emma Kirkby Sings Mrs Ame, the modern- day soprano tackles favourite works of the X8th century diva, highlighted in Decca's May specialist press advertising. HSS 
PROKOFIEV: Symphony No 5, Scythian Suite. City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra/Rattle (EMI 0777 7 54577 2 8). A long- awaited release from Simon Rattle will spark features in the national and specialist press in April and May. Full POS support is available and the album will get a boost in a Rattle catalogue EMI releases laterthisyear. BSH 
UN COEUR EN HIVER; Jean-Jacques Kantorow, Philippe Muller, Jacques Rouvier (Erato/Warner 4509 92408-2). These fine performances of the Ravel piano trio and sonatas 

Guaranteed banker Shoulddo well Worth a puni Onlyfor the brave 
SOR only 

VARIOUS: Winner's Circle (Expansion CDEXP 2). A superior cocktail of sophisticated soul, already being played lo death by keepers of the faith. None of the 14 Iracks here is more than a year old, and none has yet achieved more than minimal exposure. But there is some magnificent late night music here, beautifully sung. Rising stars such as Nikila Germaine and old favourites like Colonel Abrams, in a jazzily subdued but richly-limhered mood with Good Things, raake this an album of the highest calibre. Try playing in-store. 1223 
CONNIE FRANCIS: The Singles Collection (Polydor 5191312). The first woman to have a number one album in the UK was Connie Francis, who had no fewer than 23 hits between 1958 and 1966, but didn't top the chart unlil 1977, when the songs wcreputtogetheronaTV compilation. This 30-track collection includes ail the hits, Lipstick On Your Collar among them. Fifties music has 

3 

i 

Sisters With Voices: light soul harmonies and funky, 
inspired Claude Sautet to make the award-winning film Un Coeur En Hiver, due for UK release on April 25, so the album is supported in ail the movie ads, including London Underground posters, co-op ads and a compétition in Classic CD and Empire. Erato is hoping to continue the movie music boom created by Koch with Tous Les Matins Du Monde. 3223 Phil Sommerich 

VARIOUS: Tequila Slammers and The Jump Jump Groove Génération (Warp WARPLP10). This third Warp compilation features six of the labels recent singles, including 

tracks from DIY, THK and Nightmares On Wax. It should sell reasonably well given the labels consistently high standards. The inclusion of a couple of new tracks ean only help its cause. 323 
SHI-TAKE: (In The Age Of) Perfect Virtue (Zoom ZOOM016). Dave Wesson and Billy Nasty thankfully come up with some new twists on the progressive house theme with this ideas-packed track. Expect reasonable specialist 
SAFFRON: World ofYou/ Fluffy Toy (WEA SAFF10). The Mark Moore and Pete Lorimer house mixes of Fluffy Toy have been been picking up a fair amount of club support 

MAINSTREAM-ALBUMS 

Efua: fine urban soul 
undergoue an upsurge in interest recently, with Buddy Holly's album of similar vintage reaching number one. With Channel Four advertising from the outset, and a proposed 1TV rolloutto follow, as well as a national display campaign, this is likely to be very big. 3223 
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: In Concert- MTV Plugged (Columbia 4738602). One of rock's consummate performers goes through his paces for this low-profile, limited-edition album thaï heralds his 1993 tour. A 

typically effusive, intense performance includes some fine moments in a 13-song set and carefully avoids matenal previously captured live on his 1986thtee-disc set. Springsteen has a huge fanbase who will happily lap this up. 1223 
SHABBA RANKS: X-Ira Naked (Epie 4723332). Order this expecting it to contain Shabba's current hit Mr Loverman and you'il be disappointed; that track canbefoundonRaugh& Ready Volume 1 (4714422). Compared with Mr toverman, thisisanalbum that makes few concessions to the mass market: it includes a largely relentless tirade from Ranks, including lewd lyrics and dense rhythms that will alienate radio. Queen Latifah and Johnny Gill guest, but even their talents aren t sufficient lo make this a smash, though first- week sales will be healthy. 33 
EFUA; Dream Juice (Offside CDV 2704). Bom in Ghana of English) Cuban parents, with Jamaican/ 

and will generate some specialist demand. World Of You is pleasant enough, with its Jah Wobble bass, but it does not sound like the crossover hit WEA is looking 
RAW STYLUS: Use Me (Acid Jazz JAZID 69T). This seriously funky outfit have already built a cuit following with their first two singles. Their début for Acid Jazz is a creative cover of the Bill Withers classic that should continue to win them new fans. 323 
VARIOUS: Cultural House (Cultural Vibe CULTH1). This double LP brings together 12 recent US imports from producers such as Tommy Musto, Todd Terry and Arthur Baker. The high quality underground sélection has been hand picked by JM Easy, who also compiled the recent Kinky Trax, Strictly Rhythm and Nervous LPs. Expect the same sort of sales volumes. 1223 
IMi'là/'MVim SWV: l'm So Into You (RCA 4321144971). This exceUent single from the teenage female trio. Sisters With Voices, has been the most in-demand US import for the past couple of weeks. Its not hard to see why with its combination of tight sou) harmonies and supremely funky mixes from Teddy Riley and Allen Gordon. The single, which is officially released in the UK next week, should go a long way towards establishing them as a tougher alternative to En Vogue. 12223 Andy Becvers_ 

Russian-Jewish origins, former mode! Efua Baker calls on her cosmopolitan background and nomadic life for a fine début album of diverse influences. Her voice, an 
somewhere between Sade and, when it cracks, Marianne Faithfull. The currcnt single, Strawberry Girl, 

More rooted in the Sixties than the Eighties that begat them, their fresh. mélodie approach and lightly lextured guitar-based tunes will finally win the attention they desente thanks (o Young At Heart, which is actually more of a cliché and less satisfying listeningthan much of what is here. 3223 
Alan Jones 

REISSUES; BUDGET BILLIE HOLIDAY: The Essential Recordings (Music Club MCCD 095), One of the cheaper and more concise of a bewildering sélection of Holiday compilations, and aimed more at the casual buyer than at the aficionado. Unlike some of its competitors, this particular collection draws together the définitive versions of familiar material like God Bless The Child, That Ole Devil Called Love, Lover Man and TAint Nobody's Business If I Do. Good sales and a long shelf life are guaranteed. 323 
VARIOUS: Disco Dancin' Volume One (29-310)/ Volume Two (Ariola Express 290822). Ariola Express has been a thriving Continental budget imprint for some time, and now arrives in the UK via an initial batch of 25 releases, ail bearing a highly attractive dealer price of £1.78 (cassette) and £2.97 (CD). Among them are these two sélections celebrating the Seventies disco boom, mixing exhilaration and tack in roughly equal quantities. 323 
THE DRIFTERS: Kissin' In The Back Row (Music Club MCCD 100). Just managing to stay the right side of self- parody, the Drifters' Seventies hits were largely written and produced in the UK, with Roger Greenaway usually at the helm. He helped them to update their sound so successfully that they had nine Top 40 hits in little more than three years - ail of which are here. 323 
VARIOUS: To Love Somebody (Ariola Express 290636). Picking off several hits and other items of interest from the vast BMG archive, this 16-song sélection includes Bobby Goldsboro's Honey, Alan Price's Changes and José Feliciano's Light My Fire among its hits. Other items of note include Jennifer Warnes' terrifie recording of Léonard Cohen's First We Take Manhattan, and John Famham's interprétation of the Beatles' Help. 323 
GERRY RAFFERTY: Can I Have My Money Back (Ariola Express 290813). Post Humblebums, pre- Stealers Wheel, the 24-year- old Rafferty eut this fine but almost totally ignored album for Transatlantic in 1971. It shows him in something of a quandary about which way to proceed, as folk, pop, rock and even country influences vie for superiority. His dulcet tones work best on the more intimate material, though the brief title track is both humorous and novel. 323 Alan Jones 
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COUNTRY 
This week 40 leading figures from Nashville s music industry fly into London for a 
Country Music Association seminar which will consider how UK record companies 
can tap valuable new outlets for marketing country music. Andrew Vaughan reports 

Ai EVERYDAY TALE 

0F COUNTRY FOLK 
It has long been an article of faith in Nashville that if country music was only put in front of the British public they would go for it in droves. The view is that the UK market's traditional 
primarily due to it being systematically sidelined by British broadcast média. They might just have a point. There is no denying that country dominâtes the US 

There are no VJs and it concentrâtes on new hits by new artists. Chris Turner, CMT Europe': marketing manager, says he ii very pleased with the station's impact so far. "Most subscribers are seeing contemporary country artists for the 

speaking population, such as Germany and Scandinavia, local record companies will (inally have every encouragement to release those country albums which at 

But with cable still a long way from reaching its full potential, it could be radio and, specifically, the Radio Authoritys five new régional licences which prove to be countrys most important média opportunity. The biggest région on offer is the North-west encompassing Manchester and Liverpool and, of the 11 bids, four are fi country music stations. Tony Ingham heads the Northern 

maybe even Stevie Nicks." In the London area four FM and two AM licences are up for grabs. Of the companies which have so far put in bids, one, Eagle Radio, led by former BBC Radio managing director Brian Wenham, is proposing a full-time country music 
The focus on cable and radio should not detract from the importance of print média to rtryma ' — ' ,,UKp, 
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COUNTRY 

Can countr/s rising stars link up with the old-timers and create a cohérent UK markett uan country s nsmg stars iiiik up wiui une    

Fresh faces forge ahead i u „ Tn the nast six month« Its devotees have been predicting it for many a year, but country looks as though it could now be on the brink of a UK breakthrougb. Sales of albums in Music Week's country chart climbed by over 43% last year. And the trend looks set to continue. That said, much of last year's increase in country music business was due to the success of just two artists - Daniel O'Donnell and Billy Ray Cyrus. Market leader, with a fan base that spans générations, is Irishman O'Donnell whose most recent Ritz album, Follow Your Dreams, sold more than 250,000 copies. O'Donnell's supremacy was threatened only by American neweomer Billy Ray Cyrus. His Mercury album, Some Gave AU, shifted more than 150,000 units on the back of the quarter-of-a-million selling single Achy Breaky Heart. It's possible to regard O'Donnell and Cyrus as one- offs, but country's advocates 
indicate just how big the 

country market could be. The Country Music Association's head of European opérations Martin Satterthwaite says, "l'd guess that only about 20% to 30% of American country product is released domestically. You've only go to look at the import sections in Tower and HMV to see how much other good product there is around." Despite Billy Ray Cyrus's strong showing in the Top 30 last autumn, record companies still tend to concentrate on acts like Jim Reeves and Patsy Cline aimed at an older audience. "What they need to do is get behind the new acts, in the way that Sony has got behind Mary Chapin Carpenter," suggests Satterthwaite. A full-page spotlight in last September's Vogue succinctly positioned Chapin Carpenter as a sophisticated country-pop artist and this identity was extended across ads in Time Out and Q. Her current album on Columbia, Corne On Corne On, has so far sold more than 20,000 copies and prospects look good for a long shelf life. 

absence. He has sold a record- In the past six months breaking 30m units Worldwide country's most spectacular five years, but in the UK 

Cyrus: huge UK hit 
The key element for promoting such acts are UK tours. Both Billy Ray Cyrus and Mary Chapin Carpenter toured the UK for the release of their last albums, and picked up a lot of média attention. Nanci Griffith also scores because she regularly makes the transatlantic trip. In contrast, Garth Brooks has been notable by his 

his last three Liberty albums, including the current Ropin' The Wind, have collectively sold only 60,000 units. In the absence of regular tours, it becomes doubly important for country artists to become absorbed into the musical mainstream. Cover- age in magazines such as Vox and Q is helping attract younger consumers, and retailers are also learning not to place country in a lonely 
EMI, which handles Liberty in the UK, has a long-standing commitment to country, balanced between catalogue 
EMI product manager Thiery Pannetier believes the company is serving two quite separate markets. "Acts like Slim Whitman and Billy Jo Spears, who were strong Seventies MOR acts, are still selling well to that market whereas we prioritise on marketing acts such as Garth Brooks and Suzy Boguss as pop acts," he says. 

sales action has been in the compilations chart. PolyGram TVs Country Roads is the most recent entry, followed by Telstar's Country Love, while the long-lived Ultimate Country Collection, released on Columbia through Sony last autumn, is still hanging on in the Top 30. Extensive research, strong marketing and a competitively priced CD have combined to notch up impressive sales of 450,000 units for Sony's compilation of old favourites leavened with a sprinkling of 
The high level of compilation sales is proof that there is now a substantial bedrock market for the music in the UK. But, to a great extent, the future of country lies in the hands of the industry. With the CMA fiying more than 40 of the biggest names into London this week for a seminar to discuss ways of breaking the music in the UK, it seems that the country bandwagon is finally rolling. Karen Faux 
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COUNTRY 

Rhinestones not required 
Hats, hillbillies and heartache are no longer crucial to Nashville hits, says AndrewVaughan 
Defining coi has been f from the v a headache 
beginning. In the Thirties, when the music first found its way ont of the Virginian 
was referred to as the hillbiily sound. But that term didn't embrace the tougher, jazzier western swing that was thriving in Texas. So the catch-all description country and western was coined. By the lateSixties, C&W wound up meaning the MOR sounds of Jim Reeves and Eddy Arnold and soon the western was dropped and country became, simply, country. Since the Seventies scores of différent tags have been hung on the music by the marketing men: country rock, urban cowboy, new country, new traditionalist country et al. The problem is that country really is a broad church. It embraces blues-influenced cajun and Zydeco from Louisiana, rockabilly from Memphis, honky tonk from Texas and California, western swing (big band jazz wearing a cowboy hat), and banjo-driven bluegrass. And thaf s without mentioning the tear-jerking ballads and syrupy strings which are still many people's idea of country music. The most interesting aspect of the Nineties explosion in country music has been the absence of any particular trend. Ail types of country are benefiting from the boom and increased exposure. When country music last enjoyed such mass appeal in the US during the Seventies, 
country artists such as Crystal Gayle and Charlie Rich. Nowadays, though, everyone in the country canon is benefiting. On this side of the Atlantic, however, the bedrock of the UK scene is Irish country music. Country has long been popular with showbands in Ireland and the success of Daniel O'Donnell has been remarkable. O'Donnell fits neatly into the MOR sector thanks to his smooth boy-next-door appeal and a popular line in sentimental ballads. But his sales figures mark him out as a virtual superstar. His last album, Follow Your Dream for Ritz, sold over 250,000 copies in 10 weeks and the video clocked up 110,000 units, knocking Erasure's Pop ofî the top of the UK video chart along the way. O'Donnell's country 

MïïîiyiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM— MAY RELEASES BOUND FOR THE CHART ROY R0DGERS SlideofHand Liberty (via EMII CRYSTAL GAYLE Country Music Masters EMI R0SANNECASH TheWheel Columbia WILLY NELSON AcrossThe Borderline Columbia MICHELLE WRIGHT Now And Thon Arista IRIS DEMENT Infamous Angel Warners 
credentials have been called into question by purists, but he's top dog on a pile that also includes Mary Duff, Dominic Kirwan and Mick Flavin. Most recent média attention has focused on Nashville newcomers. But the old guard are still very popular in the UK. Indeed there are many who find that Europe offers a more devoted réception than they can find in the States. Charley Pride - the one-time king of country pop thanks to tunes like Crystal Chandeliers - makes regular visits to the UKand his recent Pictures And Paintings album for Sire scored healthy sales figures. Johnny Cash, Glen Campbell and Don Williams are three more who no longer mean much at home but who command fan loyalty abroad. They can rely on regular 

But it's the ni I like Billy Ray Cyrus who grab the headlines. His 1992 single Achy Breaky Heart (taken from the Some Gave Ail album) achieved a Top Five chart position in the UK PolyGram opted to ignore the country tag and treat the single as a normal pop release. The tactic certainly worked. Cyrus's appearance on Top Of The Pops fuelled the single's progress and proved that country's new image can cross 
There are those who speak disparagingly of Achy Breaky Heart as countiy bubblegum - but essentially Cyrus is part of a new country rock movement. Only this time around, country rock is both 

more country and more rock than the mellow middle- ground inhabited by the likes of the Eagles in the Seventies. The top-selling Garth Brooks has fused soft rock with country, finding great success with a Billy Joël tune, Shameless. In the States, Brooks concerts are very much rock shows complété with massive sound Systems and expensive lighting rigs. As a resuit he has sold 12m albums in the past year alone. It's not long ago that the "hat acts" were Nashville's fiavour of the month. The tag said more about the look of artists like Clint Black, Alan Jackson, Brooks and Ricky Van Shelton than it did about their music. Then two of Nashville's rowdier honky-tonkers - Travis Tritt and Marty Stuart - went on the road with the No Hats Tour and a new sub- genre was born. UK exposure for both has been limited and individual artist album sales have consistently failed to top the 10,000 mark in the UK. However, when packaged alongside more familiar names like Taramy Wynette and Dolly Parton on Sony's Ultimate Collection, these artists appealed to more than 400,000 record buyers. Traditionally, UK consumera have favoured those acts considered left-field by Nashville standards. Dwight Yoakam and his hillbiily rock has a strong UK following. Texan country folk headed by Nanci Grifïith have as firm a base in Europe as Lyle Lovett with his country and jazz hybrid. Mary Chapin Carpenter is 

Chapin Carpenter: new talent 
another act who seems set to make a splash in this side of the pond. She has always been reluctant to be too closely linked with Nashville - despite winning a Country 

Music Association Award in 1992. Rather Chapin Carpenter prefers to be regarded as a singer- songwriter with a country bent. Again, as with Lovett and Grifïith, it's the strength of her songs which has eut through anti-country 
But the most significant development so far in the Nineties has been the renewed popularity of female acts. CMT Europe estimâtes that 50% of programmed videos are by female artists, ranging from established names such as Kathy Mattea to newer artists like Trisha Yearwood and Pam Tillis. Ail of them incorporate a rock element in music which is still identifiably country. And that's not to mention KD Lang. She may no longer be the toast of Tennessee, perhaps, but on the back of her recent Grammy and runaway sales of the Ingenue album, Lang has proved that country can provide the perfect launch-pad for a mainstream career. BM 

r 

He Would Be Sixteen 
The UK début single 

From the fortheoming album "Now & Then" 
7" (74321 14105 7). CD (74321 14105 2) 

and MC (74321 141054) 
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«tnilND CITY 93 

Ajax Scott gauges retailers' response to Sound City 

Northern hghts 
When Sheffield's local paper T/te Star referred to the "musi- cal mayhem" sweeping the city last Monday visitors may haye been excused from thinking it was writing about a différent place. Skillful links by Radio One FM's outside broadeast team, helped by interviews with local celebrities Heaven 17 and Def Leppard's Joe Elliot, made the opening event corne alive on air. Yet, despite his description of packed crowds, One Fm DJ Bruno Brooks was watched by no more than 150 people. But rain and the low-key opening proceedings could not dampen the week. And by the flrst evening the sell-out gigs at The Leadmill and Hallam University, as well as concerts in pubs and clubs across the Yorkshire city, underlined just how important an event Sound City has become. "In the evening you could start at one side of the city and crawl across ail the pubs and clubs and there was a différent sort of band on in every one," says Jeff Clark-Meads, direc- tor of communications at the BPI, which organised the event with the Musicians' Union, Radio One FM and Sheffield City Council. The statistics themselves offer an impression of the scale of this year's event. More than 2,000 musicians were due to perform in streets and venues across the city. Among the young and better known acts 
Stereo MCs, Sunscreem, The Fall, Galliano and World Party. Local acts were also showeased at the Unsound City event. 

Sheffield stars: Galliano (left) and Sunscreem 
One FM was due to broad- east 23 hours of live shows, while 12 European countries and the BBC World Service aired selected concerts. Retailers across town also braced themselves for a sales boost generated by the event. HMV had the largest prés- ence, with its open-air stage at Tudor Square in the city centre offering live music hosted by One FM DJ Neale James daily. The chain also lined up in- store appearances by acts including Sunscreem, The Frank & Walters and Pulp at two of its stores and offered a £1 money off voucher in a free pull-out with The Star. Virgin offered £1 vouchers off albums by acts playing live at Sound City and hosted a similar list of PAs at its Fargate store. Surprisingly, though, on the flrst day, they were only just gearing up. Virgin's Fargate Megastore had racked albums by acts playing live over the next six days, while HMV was 

Coundl outlines 

muséum scheme Sheffield is looking to forge ! link between popular music and the city's cultural and éco- nomie life with the foundation of the National Centre for Popular Music. The city hopes the muséum will prove a large tourist attraction as well as confér- ence and educational centre. Sheffield council has already earmarked a site in the city centre and is now trying to raise the £6m needed to build 
The plan for the centre was devised in the mid-Eighties and will présent a history of popular music, provide space ibr temporary displays and offer visitors a variety of inter- active attractions. 

12 

Preston (left) and Strickland 
Sheffield Sound City co-ordi- nator Tim Strickland says the Project aims to attract at least 400,000 visitors each year. BMC chairman John Preston has said he is willing to support the project in a Per- sonal capacity. "The National Centre is a force for establish- ing the seriousness of music not only as culture but as a part of people's lives," he says. 

only about to start. In contrast to the independents, which were ail displaying Sound City posters prominently, neither HMV nor Our Price had any spécial displays in their stores in the Meadowhall shopping centre from where Simon Bâtes was broadeasting. But as one HMV sales assis- tant put it, "Sales early in the week dépend on what's just been released. Smaller groups playing will benefit later in the week." Overall there was no doubt that the sheer volume of events in Sheffield would help boost sales. During last year's Norwich Sound City sales rose 50% in the city. By Wednesday Mark Higham, manager of the Virgin Megastore, said it was still too early to predict exactly how much sales had been affected. But he added, "Sound City has got to he a good thing for Sheffield - it's raised the whole profile of the industry here." 
Scots, Irish and 
Welsh vie for'94 Sound City '94 will be held out- side England in a bid to extend the appeal and benefits of the 

The organisers have decided that they should look further afield after holding the first two Sound City events in Norwich and Sheffield. A list of possible cities in Scotland, Wales and Ireland will be compiled over the next few weeks. A décision is likely to be made by the organising com- mittee, comprising représenta- tives from Radio One FM, the BPI and the Musicians' Union, by the end of the summer. BPI director of communica- tions Jeff Clark-Meads says local support is vital. "If we had done this year's event without the full co-operation of [Sheffield] council it would have been half the size." 
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c MID PRICE/LOW PRICE 

GASHING IN ON 

BUDGET PIGES 
The majors are waking up to the value of their back catalogues but, even if they have to 
work harder to find the product, the budget specialists know how to set out their stalls. 
Valérie Potter opens an extensive report on the industry's burgeoning bargain basement 
IT T'alue for money is \ / always uppermost in V the consumer's mind during times of économie recession. But one look at the explosion of activity in the mid and low-price end of the market proves that the record indus try is rising to the challenge. More than that, major and independent record companies are actively seeking to expand the market. Compétition is not only fiercer than ever, but the quality and breadth of product available at less than fiill price exceeds the expectations of the most price conscious record buyers. Gone are the days when budget price releases were seen as the poor relations of the pop charts. During 1992, mid-price product accounted for 9.8% and budget for 7.9% of album unit sales in the UK More startlingly, lower price catégories accounted for 43% of the revenue generated in the classical market lastyear. And recent developments in this sector suggest that sales will continue torise throughout 1993. Retailers' attitudes have shifted too. Our Price recently rescinded its mid-Eighties décision not to stock low-price product due to poor product quality. The chain now feels confident that standards have improved and gives budget its own section within stores. "But that doesn't mean that we don't still keep a very strict eye on product quality," says senior buying manager Steve Gallant. Other multiples adopt the same approach. "We have been getting 'blatant messages from stores, especially the multiples, that they want product to sell at these kinds of prices," says Neil Kellas, of specialist mid/low price distributor, Taylors. Major record companies are also rethinking low-price stratégies and impleraenting plans which will inevitably challenge the supremacy of long-standing key players like 
MUSIC WEEK 17 APRIL1993 

Pickwick and Music For Pleasure. This year has already witnessed BMG relaunch its Ariola Express label, while the big news is that PolyGram, whose low-price product was traditionally licensed to Pickwick, is planning a massive campaign to 

introduce its new budget label, Karussell in May. Of course, CD has fuelled much of the renewed interest in low-price product. The obvious advantages of the format has stimulated many new CD owners to replace their existing vinyl collections. The increasing interest in 

catalogue means most of the majors now find it more profitable to exploit that catalogue themselves than license it to independents. BMG's 10 year plan for the exploitation of Elvis Presle/s back catalogue at mid-price, is a prime exaraple of a long- term plan designed to sustain 

A - " 
il! 

One company's mid-price CD may be another's low- price spécial, so it's virtually impossible to define precisely wbat mid- , low- and budget-price really means. The recent emergence of super-budget releases with a retail price of £3.99 or less has done nothing to ease the confusion. "When companies such as ourselves and MFP started releasing higher quality repertoire," says Melvin Simpson, head of audio for Pickwick, "budget price CDs moved up to £5.99, and a gap opened up at the very low- end of the market foi- super- budget product." The public may be confused by ail the new catégories and the price disparities. But any calls for standardised price structures are given an unenthusiastic réception by the major players in the field. Not only do they 

have a long history of setting price bands to suit themselves and their best custoraers. But they believe that business at this low-end of the market thrives as a direct resuit of the fierce compétition it 
"It's essentially a catalogue business," says BMG catalogue development and licensing manager Paul Robinson, "so it's very sales-led. You're dealing with multi-album promotions not single album releases, so you always need to be able to offer retailers a better deal than your competitors in order to secure shelf space." Castle Communications head of marketing, Malcolm Packer, agréés: "It's really hard to see what standardisation would achieve. Not only do the retailers ultimately décidé what 

price they're going to sell at, but if you introduced fixed price breaks, then the compétitive element would vanish completely. That would take the wind out of everybody's sails.". And the heat out of the market. So if the budget labels are unlikely to settle on commonly-accepted définitions, classifications and price bands, the only reliable guide must be the one used by CIN, as defined by the chart supervisory committee in compiling its various album charts. Based on dealer prices, excluding VAT, budget- price, mid-price and full- price limits for cassettes are respectively defined as £2.69 or under, £2.70 to £3.69 and £3.70 or over. For CDs, budget is defined as £4.24 or under, mid- price from £4.25 to £5.99 and full-price as £6.00 plus. tm 

the market's credibility with the général public. "The main thrust of the 'Elvis In The 90s' campaign is to release ail his albums in their original sleeves and original mono mixes at the rate of about five a year," says catalogue development and licensing manager Paul Robinson. "Mid-price offers the perfect vehicle." BMG commercial director Chris Haralambous goes further: "The majors work difïerently from most of the standalone budget labels. Mid- and low-price releases do not represent core business, therefore, they don't have to rape the catalogue; they can afford to exploit and promote itin a systematic manner." However, the independent companies are confident that they can adapt to changing market conditions faster than the majors. Over the past two years, for instance, Charly Records, has expanded from specialising in jazz and blues product into producing the heavily branded Blues Masterworks sériés. With a dealer price of £3.65 and an artist list including John Lee Hooker, Eric Clapton and Buddy Guy, it's aimed at a younger, more mainstream clientèle. Managing director Tony Heneberry says: "The majors woke up very late to the value of their back catalogues, Precisely because we are so much sraaller, we can move more quickly. Compared to us, I would estimate that the the majors are about a year to a year-and-a-half behind on their strategy." The indépendants' response to major labels' increased reluctance to license out the best of their back catalogues has been both creative and inventive. "We're forever looking for gaps in the market which nobody else has yet thought to fill," says Music Collection International head of product development and marketing Danny Keene. "And we're ► 
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Launch date 24 May1. 

Jm 

3 PA¥i 

JI'S 

Other titles available: Abba Waterloo )oan Armatrading Me, Myself, I Aswad Don't Turn Around Barclay James Harvest Scorcerers & Keepers ^■r^i Big Country Steel Town valMÀVMBBM Acker Bilk Reflections l£]î^i*lUjyUJLl Black Sabbath Heaven And Hell Bronski Beat Hundreds & Thousands Elkie Brooks Pearls 2 The Carpenters Carpenters Cher Take Me Home / Prisoner Patsy Cline Walkin' After Midnight 
Pavarotti Live Favourite Operatic Duets Puccini Favourites Grimethorpe Coltiery Band Plays... John Williams Bach Suites etc.,. Gilbert & Sullivan The Gondoliers 

Lloyd Cole Easy Pièces Billy Connolly The Pick Of Connolly Dr Hook Take The Bait The Everly Brothers Dreaming Géorgie Famé Get Away With Billy Fury Paradise Gallagher & Lyle Breakaway Englebert Humperdink Through The Eyes Of Love Rita Coolidge Ail Time High Joe Jackson Jumpin Jive Diana Ross & The Suprêmes Stop! In The Name Of Love 
Hymns For AU Seasons Elgar Enigma Variations Cello Concerto Joan Sutherland Sings Noël Coward Cinéma Classics 
Rachmaninov/Tchaikovsky Piano Concertos Mozart Requiem 

PolyGram 



entertainment 

From the new low price specialist company 1 Karussell Ltd. 

TOMMY STEELE A Handful Of Songs 

BANANARAMA 

OVANI 

ABC Tears Are Not Enough GODLEY & CREME 

James Last Make The Party Last 550033-5/4 Level 42 On A Level 550010-2/4 Vera Lynn Yours 550016-2/4 Paul Nicholas That's Entertainment 550013-2/4 Robert Palmer Maybe It's Live 550068-2/4 Pepsi 81 Shirlie Heartache 550009-2/4 The Platters Sincereley 550052-2/4 Demis Roussos Lost In Love 550069-2/4 Sait 'n' Pepa A Sait With A Deadly Pepa 550041-2/4 Neil Sedaka Laughter & Tears 550032-2/4 The Shadows Steppin' To... 550070-2/4 Shakatak On The Street 550008-2/4 

Tony Sheridan 81 The Beatles First 550037-2/4 Peter Skellern The Singer 8. The Song 550030-2/4 Jimmy Somerville Read My Lips 550042-2/4 The Sparks In The Swing 550065-2/4 OQ CZ7 Dusty Springfield Blue For You 550005-2/4 L# XoO.O 1 The Stylistics Setting The Scene 550031-2/4 + vat Various Stages Of Eric Clapton 550028-2/4 Various Punk & Disorderly 550049-2/4 IWIf^ Rick Wakeman 1W1 W ■ W Journey To The Centre Of The Earth 550061-2/4 Womack 81 Womack Teardrops 550067-2/4 Diana Ross/The Supremes/The Temptations l'm Gonna Make You Love Me 550075-2/4 
Tchaikovsky Swan Lake etc... 450029-2 Placido Domingo Love Songs 8i Tangos 450036-2 Bach Brandenburg Concertos 1-3 450030-2 Handel Messiah Highlights 450045-2 Holst/Elgar Planets/Pomp And Circumstance ,50053-2 Ave Maria Sacred Songs 450048-2 

Vivaldi Four Seasons 450051-2 Favourite Opéra Choruses 450052-2 Famous Ténor Arias 450005-2 OO OQ Favourite Wedding Music 450013-2 U * S Vlfl Mascagni Cavelleria Rusticana 450016-2 + vat Mozart Marriage Of Figaro Highlights 450047-2 José Carreras 450059-2 

ORDER NOW FROM PRO ON 081 590 6044 YOUR PRO REP OR YOUR REGULAR WHOLESALER 



IV1BD PRICE/LOW P^gCE 
►looking further afield for our repertoire, too." Recent releases from MCI have included Tango Ai-gentina, a collection of classic Latin American tangos and Cafe De Paris, an introduction to French accordion music. Both are packaged with attractive and informative booklets. Keene finds that this kind of product proves far more popular as a low-price impulse buy than as a full-price item. "Money is tight, so people are bound to feel very nervous about spending up to £13 on what is in ail probability an unknown quantity. But, if they're curious to hear something new and différent, then the idea of spending £6 on a taster CD isn't nearly as intimidating," he says. This was the thinking behind Prism Leisure's décision to focus on otherwise unavailable country and western product when it struck a licensing deal with MCA in 1987. The logic of this strategy is endorsed by the fact that Prism's Patsy Cline Dreaming release has sold more than 250,000 copies in the past four years. "Country is one area that thrives at mid-price," says Steve Brink. "An easy listening country album with well-recorded songs seems to be a nice, spontaneous purchase for people to make." Some companies have also reacted to the back catalogue drought by comraissioning new recordings. Pickwick, for one, has been notably success with its Shows Collection of Andrew Lloyd-Webber songs, sung by a sélection of well- known artists, and a sériés of orchestral suites from West End shows played by the Royal Philharmonie Orchestra. At the other end of the musical spectrum, Connoisseur has followed up on Pickwick's 1991 Culture Club compendium with ABC: The Remix Collection which features club versions of the band's chart-toppers previously unavailable on a single album. But, musical quality apart, low-price labels believe that good packaging is the key to aftracting impulse buyers. "Although the artists are invariably already well- established, what we are really selling is concepts," says Music For Pleasure général manager Roger Woodhead, "so the sleeves and the designs 

possible." Tring International repackages its product at least once every eighteen months. And the company has borrowed eye-catching techniques from the paperback book trade to keep 

record releases looking fresh on displays. "We're using a lot of foils and mirror boards," explains joint chief executive Philip Robinson. "We've learned an awful lot from the way book publishers présent their product to the public." Of necessity, budget release packaging must reassure the casual buyer that, despite the bargain-bin price, the product offers good value. "We've spent a huge amount of time and effort trying to make sure that our albums look every bit as attractive and professional as full-price releases," explains Pickwick head of audio Melvin Simpson. "It's crucially important consumera feel they're buying first class repertoire at a lower price, not that they're buying a cheap album." Opinions are split on the value of building up label identity. Some companies feel that an upfront name, coupled with a long-standing réputation for releasing quality product, is important in selling records. Others argue that just as in the full- price market, label branding is irrelevant corapared with artist branding. Nevertheless Prism Leisure's staggered release of a four volume 'Devoted To You' sériés of easy listening country albums benefited significantly from the closely related titles and sleeve designs. By the time the final record was released, initial demand was 20,000 units and it has now sold 40,000 in total. Tring's Robinson says his company spends more than 60% of its time on the development of outlets with a very high traffic fiow of people. And he estimâtes that its product is available through more than 7,000 outlets in the UK, including Happy Eater restaurants, the Littlewoods variety store chain and the Nisa cash and carry and retail group. Compétition in locating and stocking new outlets is particularly fierce. Consequently companies prefer to keep future plans for expanding into new areas under wraps until the objective has been accomplished. However Polygram's new Karussell imprint is primarily targeted at stores that have traditionally experienced problems in selling music product. Supermarkets, which have previously experienced unacceptable levels of pilferage, are a prime target, and the aim is to help them find ways to overcome such problems. To this end, they are prepared to supply dedicated racking and employ a merchandising force to 

4^ 
V; 

.... 

4 

Packing remains key to 
service it regularly, too. Labels argue that customised dealer back-up material can be crucial in persuading a new client to take music product. "A non-traditional outlet may want to test the market but not go to the expense of producing its own racking. So anybody who can offer their own range is at a distinct advantage," says MCI's Danny Keene. Most mid- and low-price sales are still impulse buys so marketing tends to be concentrated at the trade level ather than the c 

2r acceptance ofbargain product 
One exception is Castle Communications, which advertises its budget boxed sets through the more upmarket consumer and music magazines. "We use Q and Vo.r for catalogue campaigns," says Malcolm Packer, head of marketing and promotions. "That way we know we hit our target market exactly." BMG's Chris Haralambous also likes to include mid-price back catalogue in promotional campaigns for current full price product - actively using it to support and extend the life of a particular project. 

There is evidence that other companies are now seriously considering direct promotion to record buyers. The Karussell launch of the Spectrum label will be marked by large-scale national press advertising, while Pickwick recently recorded a five- minute syndicated radio feature to tie in with the first releases under its new pan-European distribution deal with Warner Bros. "We've recognised that no company these days can survive by just treading well- worn tracks, so we've got to look at other areas," explains Pickwick head of audio, Melvin Simpson. "We're trying to be a bit more visionary." With the record business still fighting its corner on the CD pricing issue, some argue that the emphasis on budget lines will undermine the industry's arguments on full- price, and cannibalise sales. But many companies perceive entry into the budget ; market as a means of, eventually, selling more full price product. Karussell commercial director Steve Beecham draws on his expérience with PolyGram's very successful budget video company, 4 Front, to explain the new ; label's commercial philosophy. "We sold a video rack into about 200 shops via the sales force and ail these independents that 'couldn't' sell videos took budget product. As the months went on, people kept going back to j the rack and they started selling full price videos as well. Some of those retailers will now tell you that they're doing better on video at full ! price, and they didn't stock it j at ail beforehand." Similarly, Prism's Steve Brink believes that major 1, labels and low-price companies are missing valuable opportunities to co- operate on breaking new S artists by building up an initial fan base through mid- price releases. He cites the results Prism has achieved with country music catalogue and adds, "Unfortunately, the boom in America with new country acts hasn't happened over here, Maybe there's room for the majors to work with a company such as ourselves to promote the careers in England of artists like Randy Travis and Alan Jackson, whose full-price albums just don't sell here." If the increased compétition j among budget labels helps expand the low-price market - | that's good news for them. But 1 if it results in a boost to full- price sales as well, that has got to be good m ulti consumer. me of a particular project. everyone " 
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THE BEST OF MIDPRICE... 

n 
EURYTHM1CS SAVAGE Release date lOth May '93 Cat No. 74321134402 'ncludes I NEED A M AN & YOU HAVE PLACED A CHILI IN MY HEART 

FAIRGROUND @ ATTRACTION FIRST OF A MILLION MISSES Release date lOth May '93 Cat No. 74321134392 includes PERFECT & FIND MY LOVE 
Cat No. 74321134852 includes PULSTAR & SPIRAL SPACE PRINCESS & EXPANSIONS 

JAPAN 

AND BUDGET 

TITLES DUE 
FOR RELEASE 
ON 3rd MAY 

19S3 mm 
Pointer Sisters 

îi 
EMSLEY ^es 

rsTii 
Scorpions 

Ta Love Somebody 
Nashville Gola 

HALL & DATES BIGGEB THAN BOTH OF US Cat No. 490/290 862 
HUGO MONTENEGRO AND HIS ORCHESTRA Cat No. 295 046/495 046 

BUS RECORDS (liK) Lit) A BERTELSMANN MUSIC GROUP 
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MONITOR 

AD FOCUS 
Aerosmith's Get A Grip is being advertised by MCA in the music and national press from its release on April 19. Aztec Camera's new single Dream Sweet Dreams will be advertised by WEA in M8 and the NME from its release on April 19. Also available on the same date are two CD singles featuring live tracks recorded at Ronnie Scott's. The new product will be promoted in- store with counterboards and 2xl2-inch squares. Ballet Classics, Dino's compilation of classical pièces from famous ballets such as Swan Lake, Coppelia and The Nutcracker, will be TV advertised in the Yorkshire, Tyne Tees and Meridian régions for two weeks from its release next Monday. In the third week of the campaign TV advertising will switch to the Central, Anglia and Ulster régions and this will be followed by a régional roll-out. Radio advertising will run on LBC, Classic FM, Melody and selected gold stations. Glam Mania, a compilation of Seventies Glam Rock classics from Dino featuring such bands as T Rex, The Glitter Band, Roxy Music and David Bowie, will be TV advertised for two weeks in the Central, Meridian, Yorkshire, Tyne Tees, Grampian and Ulster régions. The campaign will switch to the London, HTV, West Country and Anglia régions for the third week of the campaign and will then run again in the best performing régions during the fourth week. Radio advertising will run on Capital Gold, and Atlantic 252 among other ILR stations - full détails to be confirmed. In-store, the release will be promoted with posters in 300 independent retailers. The Best Of Kid Creole will be the focus of an Island campaign from its release 

■ 

planning a slraighrforward campaign to back the new album for Cliff Richard, tasts more lhan 400.000 fans in the UK, some of whom have been disciples for 30 years. Cliff Richard albums are usually released in the autumn, but with The Album - d next Monday and his first studio album in nearly five years - EMI has opted to it earlier in the year so that it can be marketed right through until Christmas. The gn will include TV advertising prior to release which will be aimed squarely at 
Record label: EMI UK. 
Media executive: Bob Latchford Product manager: Amanda Rabbs TV: national TV advertising will run throughout next weekend in order to attract général ' i the album's release. scheduled for Monday. From week two of the campaign, TV advertising will be national on Channel Four and also in the london, Granada and Central régions on ITV. The ads will run at peak times in order to reach as many people as possible. Further TV advertising is pianned for week four with the détails to be confirmed Press:adswillruninthe Daily Mail and /be Sun during the first week of the campaign Dur Price D-pack for two weeks from release with displays featuring 
isplays nalionwide with further displays in-store: in-slore P0S displays with EUK premier ccounts: John Memies pack-one window and in-store displays at 50 stores nationwide: vindow displays at Tower Records, Glasgow: HMV B-pack in-store displays plus window displays in three West End stores: 80 in-store displays with WH Smith: in-store displays Boots nationwide and 200 in-store packs with indépendants around the UK Mail-oul; 30,000 Cliff Richard fans will be mailed with full détails of the album on the dayof release Target audience: mass market - including ail existing Cliff Richard fans  

next week with advertising in the national tabloids. The Brothers In Rhythm re-mix of Fm A Wonderful Thing Baby has just been released and Island is to assess its progress before it finalises an in-store display campaign. Leap Of Faith - a varions artists film soundtrack - will be advertised in the music press by MCA from its release 

next Monday. Me Phi Me's One, released through BMG/RCA on April 19, will be advertised inDJ, Echoes, The Face, G-Spot, M8 and The Voice from its release. The album will feature on Virgin's listening posts and the band has the support slot on Arrested Development's tour at the end of April. Midnight Oil's Earth And 

Sun And Moon will be press advertised by Columbia in Melody Maker, Q, Vax, TNT, Time Oui and NME from its release next Monday. In-store, Columbia is promoting the album through 120 independent retailers displaying nameboards, centrepieces, posters and sleeves. Virgin will feature the release on its listening posts from today for three weeks and will run national in-store displays from next Monday. HMV launches a pre- awareness campaign today and from next week it will promote the album through C- pack in-store and window displays plus till site displays at its West End stores. Tower Records is already featuring the album in its Piccadilly store window display. There will also be a two-week poster campaign on the London Underground. Snow's 12 Inches of Snow, out now through East West America, is being press advertised in NME, The Voice, Blues & Soul, Echoes and Hip Hop Connection. For a limited period, Our Price will also be giving away a six-track sampler with the album featuring a Snow track and tracks from five other rap 
Tool's Undertow is being advertised by BMG/RCA in Melody Maker as part of a co- op campaign with HMV. The album, released next Monday, will be promoted through the collège circuit and through the indie and rock clubs with posters, review copies for DJs and biography material. BMG/RCA has appointed independent promotions company Active Promotions to handle the collège and club campaign, The album is also a recommended release with Our Price and the band will be on tour in May supporting Rage Against The Machine. Compiied by Sue Silliioe: 071-228 6547 

PROMOS IN PRODUCTION 
TRACK 

iB Johm AN EMOTIONALFISH Rain 
CHESNEY HAWKES WhafsWrong. 
0EACON BLUE OnlyTenderlm 
JEAN-MICHEL JARRE Ctironologie 
PJHARVEY 50ft Queenie 
ROBERT PLANT 
SAID FLORENCE 

29 Palms 

Margot Quinn for Chrysalis 
Steve Hodges for Columbia 
Polydor France 
Pinko for Island 
Tom Bird for Fontana 

Definitely Maybe Claire McMullen for Epie 
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jetioo week beginning April i: 

DIRECTOR PRODUCER RELEASE DATE CONCEPT 
in Pedro Rombanyi Steven Elliott for Oil Factory Aprill3 Shot on location in Norfolk and the T&C2 Malthew Amos Chris Symes for Propaganda May 4 Described by its director as the first 

"bluescreengrunge video". MikeRoss James Chads for Medialab May 4 Shows Hawkes coping with a bizarre 
cropofdeliberatemistakes. Zanna Deirdre Allen for M-0cean April 19 Shot in Guadix, southem Spain in black 

Jon Klein Juliet Naylor for Conspiracy Mayl One promo features computer-animated 
dancers, the second is shot in Brazil, Maria Mochnacz Director and band April 19 Shot in a barn in Bristol by neweomer 
Mochnacz, the band's former stylist Nigel Grierson Danny Fleet for Limelight April 26 Shot in the desert, interspersed with 
vignettes of other characters. Mile Bell DenmsMadden April 19 Its menacing mood is described as "The Shining meets Rumblelîsh". 

sériés tells the true-life stories ^ behind some classic rock 'n' roll hits. Saturday's programme uncovere the origins of Buddy Holl/s Peggy Sue; 
inspiration for Walk On The Wild Side by Lou Reed, Bob Dylan's Highway 61 and the song which 

gjJJËî 

OPebble Mill featuring country singer Michelle Wright, BBC1:12.I5-12.55pm Hit The North featuring ■O The Calvin Party, Radit Five; 10.10-midnight FRIDAY APRIL 16  

BBCl: 9am-12.12pm ..The David Bowie Story, WNI'-I Radio One; 2-3pm l'1'" "i The Johnny Walker Show tel featuring The Auteurs. Radio One: 3-5.30pm icertfeai d in Edinburgh, R 
Ll BBC2: 8.55-9.25pm ( 

Ocfu^Iria^K^ 

OT' Li 

Five: 10.10pm-12.00am 
o The Damned. LWT; 1.20- 
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20 Out of this world Midnight Oil head new album releases 
22 Sing Sing Dr AÎban climbs the singles chart 

28 Easily Suede 30 Brett & Co strut into indie LP peak 
Wind up The Prodigy are ruffing up the floor 

itusicweek 

datafile 
The Information Source for the Music industry 17 APRIL 1993 

CHART FOCUS 
The Bluebells' Young At Heart continues its reign atop a singles chart in which the whole of the remainder of the Top 10 has ben surrendered to dance 

Traditionally dominant, 
music in the past few years, but its présent tally of one ~ ginglp in the Ton 10 — and 

provides the impetus for Gorecki's Symphony Nuraber 3 to jump from number 47 to number 18. Arrested Development's MTV Unplugged album slips a notch from its début position of number 40, and is clearly being given a wide berth by most of the group's fans, while their old album 3 Years, 5 Months And 2 Days In The Life, already well past 
îl)31 cTn umber11o bie^Al l"three r 
=SSd&.p 

label's current tally of Top 75 Beatles, the Rolling Stones Bruce Springsteen - is singles to a record seven. With and Abba have had more this week. Unfortunately ts-ouY 

3r The Devil You Know ijfof The P 3psJD 
sters its first number one week, to become his highest Dave Clarl m in six years, as David charting album since 1975, Over Again vie's Black Tie White when Ail The Fun Of The Pair débuts at m 
L\g:?st^auSeidoî; 

CHART NEWCOMERS 
03 D'ARBY: Do You Love Me Like You Say? (Columbia) US 6th hit. Producer: Terence Trent 

s— Writer: Trent D'Arby. 

SI Album: Symphony Or Damn member of Antiçappella on the Of Love 

ssr /ï 1 Pubhshing. BMG MUS1C 
 I Biggest/last hit: The Way 

Producers: Where Did Our ^Line^upfchambers (k/g/bA - - - (.Alex Lewis (k/v), Jeremy 

s--, (iïoabël)7116 

George Migi-lel 
4F' Queen ^ 
with Eisa Stansfield 

se Are The Days Of O 
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Nobody does 

it better 

ound 

ecording 

echnology 

CAMBRIDGE 

FOR ALL YOUR MASTERING NEEDS 

Tel: 0480 461880 

Fax: 0480 496100 

CD Mastering Studios, 32 bit Digital Sound 
Processing, Music Editing, Sound Restoration 

igitally uplicated assettes 

AUDIO HOUSE, EDISON ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ST IVES. CAMBRIDGE PEI 7 4LF 
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TOP 75 SINGLES 
THE OFFICIAI iiusicweek CHflRT 

17 APRIL1993 

| | | Artîst (Producar) PubMsber Label CD/Cass (Distributor) s 1 i5 3 S Artist (Producer) Publisher Label CD/Cass (Dislributor) 

D ,Y0UNG AT HE ART ^ 0 LondonL0NC0338/L0NCS338(F) InABunch/WC L0N33 (s) 38 m BROWN GIRUN THE RING ('93) Arista 74321137052/74321137054IBMGI 74321137057/74321137051 
39 m TRUGANINI i MidniqhtOiMLaunav/MidnighlOillWC Columbia65904«W 

2 3 e INFORMER Easi l West America A 8436CD/A8436C (W) 40 39 9 l'M EVERYWOMAN ^ Arisla 74321131502/74321131504 (BMG) 74321131507/74321131501 © 
3 3 « OH CAROLINA GreeiislMïesGRECD361/GREC361|JSaMGI 4i m SLOW EMOTION REPLAY The The (Johnson/Lampcov) Lazarus/SM Epic6590772/-|SMI «776 

i, 4 10 2 AINT NO LOVE (AIN'T NO USE) RobsCOROBMMBSIPl 42 m FASHION CRISIS HITS NEW YORK The Frank And Walters ICousel Chrysalis Setania/GolDiscsHOOCDS/HOOMCSIF) H0O5/- 
■ 5 ^ WHENI'M GOOD AND READY PWLm ternalional PWCD 260rPWMC 260 (W) 43 IE1 WHY ARE PEOPLE GRUDGEFUL? p™ane;>c™^ 

^ 6 s ,a SHOW ME LOVE ChampionCHAMPC030G'CHAMPK300(BMGI 44 35 2 THE RIGHT DECISION PERVS2/12PERVP2 
7 . s MR. LOVERMAN Epic6590782/6590784 |SM) 45 34 S LOOKINGTHROUGH PATIENT EYfcS „crn PM riawn IPM Dawnl MCA/Morrison Leahy GESCD47/GEEC47/GEE(T)47 
8 3. DON'T WALKAWAY Gianl W 0160COAV 0160C (W) woieom 46 36 4 PRESSURE US Sunscreem (Sunscreerrr) BMG Sî/TÎHO 5" J6591106 

3 9 « 3 UGOT2KNOW Cappella (Bortolotti) MCA Internai IDC IflOCS 1 (RTM/P) IDS1/IDX1 47 33 5 TOOYOUNGTODIE Jamiroquai (Jamiroauail EMI/CC SonvS2 6590il2/65901M|SMI •/6590116 
10 2 « NOLIMIT PWLC 2 Unlimited (Wilde/De Coster) MCA Continental PWCD 256'PWMC 256 (W) PWl(D256 A 48 43 2 LUCKYTOWN (LIVE) Bruce Sprinqsleen (Spnnqsteen/Landau'Plotki Columbia6592282/6592284iSM) in)Zomba 6592287/- 

! 11 |NËW] REGRET New Order (Hague/New OrderJ WC/MCA London NUOCD1/NUOMC1 (F) NUOIXJI 49 ES] THE SUPREME EP Sinitta (Variousl Jobete/EMI Arisî374321139592/74321139534 (BMG) 74321139597/74321139591 
12 M WINDITUP(REWOUND) The Prodigy (Howlett) EMI XL Recordings XLS 39CO/XLC 39 (W) A 50 - 2 HANGOVER Bettv Boo (Boo/Coxonl WC WEAYZ719CD/YZ719C(W) YZ7191T) 

^ 13 " 2 COMEUNDONE Duran Duran (Duran DuranICC Parlophone CODDS17/TCDD17 (El 51 33 3 CAN'T DO A THING (TO STOP ME) RephseW0161CDim0161C(V/| 
14 " 6 

CATS IN THE CRADLE Ugly Kid Joe (Dodsonï WC Mercury MERCD 385/MERMC 385 (F) MER|X)385 52 37 2 HOWI'MCOMIN' DelJam6S91692/659ira4W 
ÏH - 2 SLOWIT DOWN London LONCD339flONCS339 (F) LONP339/- 53 m AUSLANDER livinq Colour (Saint Germain/Livinq Colourl W Epic6591732/-ISMI 'C 6591737/6591736 

16 22 3 GOAWAY^ f ^ Epic 6590952/6590954 (SM | mm 54 EH BEAUTIFULSON CilySlangEFA0491603/-(flTWPI EFA0491645/EFA0491602 
17 m DO YOU LOVE ME LIKE YOU SA Y? Co!umbia659073Z6590738(SM) 55 E3 CHILDOFLOVE The Lemon Trees (Chambers) BMG OxygenGASPD4/GASPC4IBMGI 
18 2 3 FEVER h Madonna (Madonnaffettibone) Lark (Carlinl laverick/Sire W 0168CO1W 0168C (W) W0168PAV0168T ® 56 32 4 PEAGE IN OUR TIME Cliff Richard (Richatd/Moessl|Chrysalis/EMI EMlCDEMS265/rCEM265B 

> 19 - 2 ISIT LIKE TODAY? World Party (Wallinger/Lillywhile) PolyGram Ensign CDENV 658iïCENY 6581E1 A 57 37 S WHY CAN'T IWAKEUP WITH YOU? 0 8CA74321133102IBMGI TakeThat (Jervrer/Jervier) EMI 743211331lkW432ll33l07/- (s) 
20 » 3 WRESTLEMANIA Ahr The WWFSupersiars IStockjWaierman) Ail Bovs/8 M74321136832^432OT34^IG) 58 47 2 CANDY EVERYBODY WANTS ElektraEKRieOCOI/EKRlMCfW) 
21 S 3 TENNESSEE CoollempoCDCOOL27(WCCOOL270(E) Arrested Development ISpeechl EMI/Arrested Development (12ICOOL270 59 ES] CAN'T GETANYHARDER James Brown (Clivilles/Cole) Varions Polydor PZOO 262/POCS 262 (F) P0262/PZ262 
22 « 2 SING HALLELUJAH! logidAréia74321136202/7432m62MIBMGI DrAl ban (Pop) WC 74321136207/74321136201 60 ES] THE BELL (MC V1V STANSHALL) WEAYZ737CD/YZ737CIW1 MikeOldfield (Hom/Oldfield/Newman) EMI *2737/- 
23 22 2 COPACABANA(1993REMIX) Ah; Barry Manilow IManilow/Dante) BMG >ta74321136912/74321136914IBMGl 743211369177743211369' 1 61 45 3 HEARTATTACK&VINE Screamin'JayHawkinsIDuffylWC Columbia 6591092/6591094 (SM) 6591097/- 
24 33 3 LIVIN'ONTHEEDGE Geffen GFSTD 35/GFSC 35 (BMG) •/6FSTP35 62 EH LONDON'S BRILLIANT Wendy James (Kimsey) Plangent Visions MCA MCSTD 1768'MCS^IMMG) 
25 m SHOTGUN WEDDING Rod Stevvarl IHorn) Sparta Flotida WamerBrosW0171CD/W017JC|W) 63 49 2 GEPETTO(REMIX) Belly (Norton) PolyGram 4AD BAD0 2018CD/BADC 2018 (RTM/P) -/BAD2018 
26 35 3 1N EVER FELT LIKE THIS BEFORE Mica Paris (WaldenlCarlin 4th+B'way BRCD263/BRCA263 |F) {12!BRW263 64 44 4 CHOKTHERE Apache Indian (Simon & Diamond) MCA/CC Island CID 555/CIS 555 (R 
27 ni EVERYBODYHURTS i REMILitt/REMlWC VamerBrosW0169CD1/W0ie9CW 65 «> 3 SUGARKANE Sonic Youlh (Vig/Sonic Youth) Zomba Geffen 6FST0 37/6FSC 37 (BMG 1 6FSV37{Hr)/- 
28 22 2 YOU'VE GOT ME THINKING East West YZ 73800.727380 (W) YZ738(1) 66 4, 3 LOVE THE LIFE BigLi(eBLRD9mRC93(Fl JTQ with Noël Mckoy (Taylor/McEvoy) Zomba/Big Life BLR(T)93 
29 . -0 LITTLE BIRD/LOVE SONG FOR A... 0 RCA74321133832/74321128834IBMGI Annie Lennox ILipson) La Lennoxa/BMG 74321128837/74321128831 ® 67 65 7 ANIMAL NITRATE Suede(Buller) PolyGram NudeNUD4CD/NU04C (RTM/P) NUD4S/NUD4T 
30 30 3 ARE YOU GONNA GO M Y WAY Virgin VUSDG 65/VUSC 65 (F) 68 » 3 FREEFLOATING GaryClarklCIarklEMI Circa YRCOX 94/YRC 94 (F) YR94/- 31 35 2 IT'S A SHAME ABOUT RAY Lemonheads (Robb Bros) EMI/Bug Atlantic A 5764CD/A 57640 (W) •7A5764TE(1(r} 69 63 23 IWILLALWAYS LOVE YOU * Whitney Houston (Poster) Carlin Arista 74321120652/74321120654 (BMG) 
32 35 3 ONE VOICE A,» îta 74321140852/74321140854 (BMG) 74321140857/- 70 45 2 LOOKS LIKE l'M IN LOVE AGAIN KeyWesl featuring Erik (Siock/Walerman) Sht PWL Sanctuary PWCD 252/PWMC 252 (W) rcking PWL(T)252 
33 3i a GIVEINTOME Mrchael Jackson {Jackson/BottrelllWC Ep,c™S/s® 71 43 3 BLOODOFEDEN Peter Gabriel (Lanois/Gabriel) Real World RealworldPGSDG9/PGSC9(F) PGS9/- 
34 22 3 l'MBACK FOR MORE Do Lulu and Bobby Womack (Henry) Jobete/EMI une CDDOME1002/TCDOME1002 (E) DOME 1W2/1200ME1002 72 65 a CONSTANT CRAVING KDL g|P M k/L g)P 1 G am/Z mb SireW0157CO/W0157C(W) i Wû-67'- 
35 30 3 JAMAICANIN NEW YORK ElektraEKR161CMKR161C|W| EKRI61(T) 73 60 2 l'MAWONDERFULTHING.BABY(REMIX) isiandCiD55lfflS55i|F) Kid Creole & The Coconuls (Datnell) Island (I21IS55I 
36 m SWEETFREEDOM PWlCoiiiinenialPWCD26l/n»MC261(W) Positive Gang (Virtual Production) Ail Boys PWl(T)261 74 42 4 IT WAS A GOOD DAY Ice Cube (DJ Pooh) WC/EMI/1Q 4th+B'way BROD 270/BRCA 270 (F) -/12BRW270 37 33 4 JUMPTHEY SAY Aiisla^MGInl/S3vage7432ll39422/7432113S424|flMGI David Bowie (Bowie/Rodgers) EMI •/74321139421 S 75 67 7 BADGIRL Madonna (Madonna/Petlibone) MC/VWC Maverick/Sire W 0154CO/W 01540 (W) 

As used by Top Of The Pops and Radio One 

lEVERYTHiNG BUT THE GIRL 
G BOY IN NEW YORK IJ AGGER 
   DON'T TEAR ME UP 

4 track E. P. out now | cd indudes everybody knows about my good thing with ûary moore m 
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< CONSTANT CRAV1NG kd lang 
i OH CAROLINA Shaggy 

a IS IT UKE TODAY W( , 3 ARE YOU GONNA GO MY WAY Lei 

23 a a DONT WALK AWAY Jade 

TOP 10 BREAKERS 

| 35 ITOIGIMME SHELTER EP Vaiious IE3. » SHOTGUN WEDDING IMSl i 37 je o IT WAS A GOOD 01 

41 c » LOST IN MUSIC (SURE IS PI 
43 mpASHION CRISIS HITS NEW YORK Tn 

REGIONAL CHOICE AIRPLAY PROFILE 

YDOFLONELINESSNanciG 
THIS WEEK S CONTRIBUTORS: 

US TOF 50 SBiËLES 
FOREVERIN LOVE, KennyG 

um 

Mi LOOKINGTHROUGH ....m Oawn 

OS TOP 50 MBUMS 11 ™. 
AD 2 THEBODYGUARD{OST},Various Arisla A 28 » THIS TIME, DwightYoakam Reprise 2 i BREATHLESS,KennyG Arisla 27 as TILLDEATHDOUSPART.GaloBovs Rap-A-Ut 3 < E!]3 UNPLUGGED, EricClapton Duck 28 2S DURAN DURAN, Duran Duran Capitol 4 s POCKETFULLOF..,Spîn Doctors Epie Associated 29 21 StOWOANCINGWmTHEMOON.DollvPaiton ColumDia 5 A5 • USHOTSTOTHEDOME.LLCopIJ DeiJam 30 n ALIBIS,Tracy Lawrence Atlantic 6 t E3 SONGS OFFATRi & DEVOTION, Depechc Mode Sire A31 BACOAFUCUP.Ony* RAL 7 s E3TENSUMMONER'STALES,Sting A&M 32 j, AMERICA'SLEASTWANTED.UolvKidJoe Stardop 8 2 12INCHES OF SNOW, Snow EaslWesl A 33 12 THE CHASE, GattltBrooks Liberty A9 s THECHRONIC.Dr.Dro OoatitRow 34 22 REACHIN' (A NEW ..),DigablePlanots Pendulum A10 s LOSECONTROUSilk Kcm A35 12 GQ THEBLISS ALBUM...?,PMDawn GeeStrcet s 11 12 SOME GAVE ALL.Billy Ray Cyrus Mercury 36 is CORE.Stone Temple Pilots Atlantic jAEB a ALADDINlOSTI.Vaoous WaltDisnev A37 n FORREALTHO'.LeVen Atlantic ï 13 10 E3 COVERDALE PAGE, Coverdale Page Gcffon 38 n KEEP THE FAÎTH, BonJovî Jambco A14 22 CD LOVE DELUXE, Sade Epie 39 » THE PREDATORjce Cube Priority 15 n 19 NAUGHTYIII,NaughtyBy Natuie TommyBov A 40 PURE COUNTRY lOSTLGeorgoStraîl MCA 16 ts TEN.PearlJam Epie 41 „ FUNKYDIVAS FnVnn.m itm 17 12 IT'SYOURCALLfRcbaMcEntire MCA 42 le WHAT'STHE411?,MaryJBIigo Uptown 18 ts HAROWORKIN' MAN.Brooks&Dunn Arisla 43 » METALLICA.Motallica Elektia 19 ti 3YEARS5MONTKSfirArrestedDov. chrysalis 44 u BRANDNEWMAN.Btooks&Dunn Arisla 20 ts DANGEROUSfMichacl Jackson Epie 45 ti UVE; RIGHTHERE.RIGHTNOW.VanHalen WatnctBros 21 20 IF 1EVER FALL IN LOVE, Slial GasolinoAlloy 46 4t HARD OR SMOOTH, Wieckx-N-E((ect MCA 

23 24 JON SECADA,JonSccada SBK 47 4] GREATEST HITS, GloriaEstofan Epie A 48 . DIRT, Allen In Cbalns Columbio 24 11 ARE YOU G0NNAG0 MY WAY?, Lcnny Ktaviv Virgin 49 « COME ON COME ON, Mary-Chapin Caipentcr Columbia A25 ai IT'SABOUTTIME.SWV RCA 50 44 TIMELESSITHECLASSICS), Michacl Bolton Columbio CD UK nets. Eg UK-signed acta, 
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IISS BtEUIFAST 
Club sounds have a new opportunily for exposure on London's Kiss FM as vétéran house DJ Dave Pearcetakesoverthe breakfast show. The news is being welcomed by music fans as a sign that Kiss has given up itshuntforcomic presenters to challenge Capital's far more successful Chris Tarrant breakfast show. Red Dwarf TV star Craig Charles, who 

John Truelove has lost It - the dance label he set up as an otfshoot of EMI's Food label, that is. Truelove-fhe man behlndThe Source - formed It, and Synlhetic, a year ago for the indie rock label. But 

now he is in dispute with Food over his alleged involvement in other projects. Food co-founder Dave Balte says It and Synthetic will continue. Truelove says he will now i his own label. 
"I made it clear that I wanted to have more music on the show and I am looking forward to being abletogive itthat exposure," says Pearce, who has often championed small independent labels. Pearce has already given up his 4pm-7pm drive time slot and will begin the breakfast show on April 19. 

POUR SPREADS 

WIN6S TO ITALY 
One of the UK's top club promotion outfits is spreading ils wings over Europe in a tie-up with a new Italian company. Paul Gotel's Power Promotions will be represented in Italy by Milan-based service Promo Activity which it helped set up last month. The link will see Promo Activity offer Power's services to Italian labels looking to break into the UK. It will also promote tunes at home and compile an Italian DJ chart for domestic magazines such as Tutto D/scoand Trend Discolec. Gotel is hoping that the new venture could also extend to providing specialist remixes for the Italian 

y 

As TC19938 'Harmony' buildsa hugebuzz, it isalso proving a growing headache for Virgin's Union label. Union had hoped TC 1993 would bring Itas big a club hit as last year's 'Funky Guitar'. But its borrowing of huge chunksfrom 'Undispufed Truth' by TheTemptations (pictured) has held upfhereleasewhile the label tries to negotiate clearance. For now it looks as ifthose 20-odd test pressings floating around are just going toget hotter and hotter. Just watch them fly when the vinyl is released in early June. 

Scottish dance fanzine Clubscenehas called in rave promoter Meltdown to stage its postponed awards event. The show, originally scheduled for March, is now planned for Livingston 

Forum on May 29 and is due to covered by MTV, Winners, voted by readers of Clubsceneand The Scottish Sun, include Time Frequency and Havanna. 
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Tl FRANKFUMISTHE 

. CONSTANT CRAVi 

s I NEVER FELT LIRE 

15 » a MR LOVERMAN S^ 16 10 . INFORMER Snow 17 oCOME UNDONE Pi 

21 >2 s LOOKING TU 

25 st ss GO AWAY Gloria 

TOP 10 Bl 

5 7i BLACK GOLD 
7 n BEAUTIFUL SON 

US TC 

HARDBEAT HOT DOG 
Frankfurt still rules in the hardbeat community according to the new Dataflow techno chart - which names C-Tank's unœmpromising 'Nightmares Are Reality' as its numberonefor April. The chart, compiled by GTO, aims lo pool the opinion of the global techno community and is distributed via a print run of 5,000 newsletters. Fans of extreme industrial 

sounds can also check them out at GTO's new Dataflow club at London's Sound Shafl each Saturday. The Dataflow Top Five for April is: C-Tank 'Nightmares Are Reality' (Overdrive): Cellblock X 'Encounter EP' (Labworks); Influid 2 'Quite Safe' (Influence): CBX Project 'Mindmover EP' (Generator); and Church Of Ç Extacy 'Modulator' (Dataflow). v 

r.rifcjilJlllliira Not ail DJsturn into producers or A&R men whenthev qrowup. Some look for a career on the box. Following Dave Dorrell on to the small screen is Paulette Consfable, a DJ from the Hacienda's screaming Fresh mght. She is joined by ex- E-Zee Posse vocalist Tara Newley and singer Johnny Dangerously to présent the NW "what's on" show The Juice, which goes out on Granada only from next Fnday (16). 

The international profile of US jack swing is getting a further shove as MCA mounts a new marketing oampaign for its urbar 

acts such as Mary J Blige, Bobby Brown and Aaron Flall into one label identity. Ail international LPs by MCA's swing acts will be branded with the Streetbeat logo. A 

Sfree/beaf magazine with an international print run of 500,000, a sampler album, merchandise and a tour are also planned. "Idon'tthink US r&b isjust for black audiences. It is a lifestyle thing that's beginning 

to grow around the world," says Stuart Watson, senior vice- president of MCA International, 'This gives a form of music the advanced marketing thrust used by companies like Coca Cola." The Streetbeat album is released on April 26. 

How does it feel to be remixed? As if someone has glven a beautiful new shine to your prized motor - or fitted tacky spollers and a go-faster slripe? Whatever their feelings, no artist is safe from a remixer's touch up - not even techno-soul vétéran Kevin Saunderson. Most would agree that the remixed UK version of his Reese Project album 'Faith Hope & Clarity' has turned up some gems. But weren't the songs, written by wife Ann and produced by Kevin, strong enough already? B/Wasked Saunderson himself what he made of it. (>^1 'Pree At Last' (Groove Corporation Remix): "I like this mix a lot. It tifs in well with the structure of the vocals and they have kept the warmth of the original song." IS 'Colour OfLove' (Groove Corporation Remix): "This one leaves me cold. The music goes in one direction and the vocals take another. Doesn't grab me at ail." Ej 'Direct Me'(Joey Negro Remix): "Thisis just great. I love it." I*] 'Sacrifice' (Love Révolution Mix): "Not enough warmth in the groove." 

[S 'Human' (Tony Humphries Club Mix): "Tony's dub is solid with lots of interesting sounds but I can't say the same for this vocal version." (ZI 7 Believe' (Mike Wilson's Epie Club Mix): "Very nice and commercial. Mike did a great job to make It sound good in the club and overtheairwaves." [ZI 'Miracle Of Love'(Big Bump Mix): "This is moody and dark, yet mélodie. One of the most interesting moments of the album." 1Z1 'So Deep ' (Joey Negro KOK mix): "Kicking ass! This is the best remix Dave Lee has ever done. He just seems to work so well on my material. Excellent." [ZI 'So Deep'(Bump Dub) : "Another really interesting mix. There are some great sounds throughout." So full marks for Dave Lee, Bump and 'Hitman' Wilson but a slating for Groove Corporation, Love Révolution and Tony Humphries. At least as a respected remixer in his own right Saunderson may soon be able to wreak his revenge. 

UTH1N' BUTAC HAVENQTHING 

AT'SINTHECR EXOTERIX 
"IF I WflS LAUNCHING fl NEW LABEL l'D WANT TO BE LAUNCHING ITWITH SOMETHING AS STRONG AS THIS" (DAVE CALIKES ■ MIXMAG UPDATE) INCLUDES MIXES Bï DISS-CUSS & EXOTERIX COOL CUTS-6, MIXMAG BUZZ-3, RM CLUB-7 12/CD/TC T1V-1 

a RHYTHM IS A OANCER.Snap 45 .1 IF I EVER FALL IN LOVE, Sh 
47 « DO YQU BELIEVE IN US, Jo 23 a THERKjHTKINDOFLOVE.Jer A24 g II WAS A GOOD DAY, icc Cube 25 » El IF I EVER LOSE MY FAITH-, S 
48 » l!ai'MG0NNAGETY0U,Bi7a..8lnc A4a . LOVE DONT LOVE YQU, En Vogue 50 m SUPERMODELlYQUBETTER...),RuPaul ' 

19 il 3YEARS5 MONTHS81 ; 20 is DANGERQUS.Michaol Jackson 44 « BRANDNEW MAN. Br, 45 « UVE: RIGHT HERE, RIGHT NOW, Van Haie 
.. HQMEINVASION.Icg 3 m JON SECADA,Jon Sccada 

A25 a IT'S ABOUTT1ME, SWV « COME 0NC0ME ON, Maiy-Chapin Carpomet Ci 50 « TIMELESS [TRECLASSICS), Mi 



Ooolffocus 

© LION ROCK AKA JUSTIN ROBERTSON 
(2) RACKET OF PEAGE Lion Rock 
(l) ALLFUNKED UP Mother 
(5) l'M GOING ALL THE WAY Sounds Of Blackness 

:ElnnerCity 
nïâTB PURESILK Myro 

(10) NA MA NAJagga 
(12) STEALTH Sonic Soul 

LET'S DANCE Mr Peach Catchy disco house groove 
(11) ADVANCES Suggestive 
(14) THEIRONHAMMATomTom 

ITCTâra COMETOGETHER The Transplant 

l !f^72l STAND UP3rd Nation 
i (15) SLUMBERLAND Solitaire Gee 
5 DO YOU FEELSORIGHT Love 4 Sale 

23 A TRIP TO PARADISE Sequential Acid Eurotrance 
Zfl ICENI The Balouga Boys Limited édition tribal groove from tt 
3 DONT STOP Direct 2 Disc 

oming Cowboy compilation 

A guide to Ihe most essentiel new club lunes as Bfeatured on IFM's "Essentlal Sélection", wilh Pet Tong, broadcast every Frlday between 7-9.30pm. Compiled by data collected (rom leading DJs and thefollowlng stores; City nB Sounds/ Flylng/Zoom (London), Eastern Bloc/ Underground (Manchester), 23rd ■ Precinct (Glasgow), 3 Beat (Liverpool), MH Warp (Sheffleld), Trax (Newcastle). ggj|j 

MB AOUB 

fm 

J1G01M. 

Rub A Dub Records, 4 Glen Street, Paisley (front area 20ft x 14ft; middle 9ft x 14ft; back 7ft x 7ft). ^^2SlSE^Sl2"inch singles only. Will order CDs if requested. Mostly house, particularly underground Euro and US. Some garage and US techno, bip hop and rare groove. Small amount of white label hardcore. Sells DJ accessories,T-shirts and hats including hard-to-find Paradise ticket agents. "We opened in August and public reaction has been overwheiming. We love this mission - every day is like Christmas! We've got two decks in the front shop and a JBL sound System. The back area is the listening room with more decks and we're planning to put in some listening booths." - Alan Grey, 
mm | "Very enthusiastic chaps and good to deal with. They take good ambient Euro and good US house much hardcore." - Stuart McClelland, Great Asset. "Nice guys - great shop. It looks like it should be a clothes shop, it's so well designed. They really try to help and give me great crédit." - Trevor Price, Dream. 

Cafe de Paris, 3 Coventry Street, London W1. Every Friday between 10.30pm and S.OOam. 650/12K/mixed gay-straight crowd; massive video screens featuring risque slides. l'i-i-u-i'iii'i'^j "Anyone who's got a good attitude — whether 
straight or gay. We don't let in gangs of lads who are off their heads." - Martin Confusion, promoter. li'ljirfrffT-i'-'lU'iM "Uplifting." - Martin Confusion. 
IjSËëi Regulars - Martin Confusion, Rachael Auburn, Jon (Pleased Wimmin), Smokin Jo. Guest DJs include Simon Hanson, Princess Julia and Kenny Carpenter from the US. W*îiiiinit'|| Tom Tom 'The Iron Hammer EP'; Funk Machine 
'Let's Get This Party Started'; Mukka 'Neebro'; Lion Rock 'Racket Of Peace'; Urban Cookie Collective 'The Key, The Secret'. "It's a fab venue. Everything sounds good because of the venue and the sound System. You can really see what the crowd are doing and we can ail play différent kinds of music." - Jon (Pleased Wimmin). "Definitely my favourite club at the moment - right crowd, right attitude. Starts with sunny house and works up to techno frenzy mixed with classics." - John Truelove, Truelove Records. £6 members; £8 non-members. 

RM DANCE UPDATE 3 
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21» e LOOKING THROUC 22 n 23 PRESSURE US Sur 

TOP 10 B 

7 77 BEAUTIFUL SON 8 n \ HAVE NOTHING 9 o ONLY TENDER LOV 

US TC 

i DONTWALKAV 

o o p r o rro o 
yilli'ii'nii'J 'Mind Over Dub' (Bag). A chunky instrumental house track that's simple but very effective. A big beefy bassline is topped with rhythmic organ and piano that rumbles along nicely. Cornes in four useful mixes raraf 

i m p> o r t 
Deep' (Ticking Time). In the search for the perfect fusion of rap and dub, NSO follow 11:59 in refining the formula. 'Chains' opens with positive vibes from singer Ashaba before rappers Melody and Gee kick in, while Tallyman rides the rhythm DJ- style. With rocking drums and Studio One bass guaranteed to get your hips moving  

'TheTrip' Remixes (Hardkiss, US). Brand new mixes of this old San Francisco track make for one hell of a funky EP. Starting with a mad break before the percussion is let loose - an off- beat collection of congas, timbali and anything else they can get their hands on! This is ail interlinked with guitar licks and a deep bassline to keep it moving to the final beat. Effective and totally original    

'I Feel You (Brian Eno's I Short Mix)' (Mute). This one's been out for a while now, but this mix seems to have missed out on any attention. Brian Eno's work here is incredible. Totally stripped down guitar with sounds layered so that noises corne at you from ail directions. Sheer Senius H35I 

'I Do' (Acacia, US). A raw and raucous piece of real house. The stripped-down 'Club Shuffle' has a minimal two-note bassline brought to life with a live percussion loop and some real nasty piano chords. 'Deep Down' has more nerve-jangling piano and coarse percussion, waiting a full three minutes for the bass and drum. 'Ba Da Bing' features the dirtiest bass drum to make it on to vinyl. This is the underground EJ 
Mlitl 'Je Suis Triste Et Seule' (Fax Records, Germany). Air 4 is a nine-minute excursion into ambience. Starting with very moody and deep strings it builds gradually with deep African sounding percussion and is complemented by a girl's voice similar to The Cocteau Twins. So laid back you're an addict before you 

l'Emotion' (Strictly Rhythm, US). Initially ignored, this track gets a new lease of life on Strictly Rhythm with new mixes and production by George Morel. Not another 'Give You' but the more you listen to this New York-style garage track, the more it grows 

underground house DJs are searching for alternatives. This EP is definitely worth checking - showing the similarity in production values between swing and house. Upfront bass and drums, elements of hip hop scratching and "Oh my God" vocals, laid back and smokey. Fans of Kenny Dope's slower  beats will love this ISIIPI 

'Falcon'/'Oh My God' (Peace Records, US). With clubs like Ministry of Sound helping commercialise garage, a lot of 

■Jlild=l;lkmif:l=a Friday People' (SNT). The original mix is an impressive Mark Brydon produced funk song with nice vocals paying tribute to party people. It has been further enhanced by Sine, who have given it a cool deep house treatment, as well as producing a wonderful, very inventive 10-minute dub mix B 

I 'Good Lite' Remixes (Virgin). What could have seemed like a final cash in on the Inner City catalogue turns into a wholiy worthy tribute thanks to some spanking remixes. CJ Mackintosh turns in a polished Club Mix but it is Unity's Grand Union Mix that stands out. This adventurous toughening up of Kevin Saunderson and Paris Grey's finest moment is set to get dancefloors screaming with ils percussive riffs and brilliant use of the looped line "when the groove is rockin' rockin' ". A tough one to follow  

9 SUE CHALONER: NOSTALGIA NINETIES STYLE 

l'Two Fat Guitars' (whife label). An excellent double-headed release which explores two very différent guitar samples. Side A uses a Chic guitar lick as the basis for a catchy funky work-out with reggae basslines and vocal samples. The B-side takes a grungey rock guitar sample and adds tribal percussion that makes it a much tougher proposition  
'Chains'/'l 6 RM DANCE UPDATE 

'Move On Up' (Puise 8). Curtis Mayfield's olassic is given the Nineties garage treatment in some style, while hammond organ, strings and brass as well as Seventies-style backing vocals ail go to retain a nostalgie feel. If only ail cov( were as tasteful at 
MinîlliiWîlt» 'Loop Trick' (King Street Sounds, US). The Blaze Mix captures the attention with a olassic scat loop - then grooves irresistibly with strident latin chords and jazzy organ and piano solos. There is also a very DJ-friendly beat and scat mix. Flip it for the deeper and weirder jazz moods of Pal Joey  uni 

'Happiness' (white label). If you recognise the lyrics of this neat commercial house offering, it is because it's a loose cover of 'Happiness Is Around The Bend' by Cuba Gooding - one of the most sampled records ever. This version with vocals by Nomad's Sharon Dee Clarke is a pleasant track with stylish production 

21 n THAT'S WHAT LOVE CAN DQ, Boy Krary r. A22 30 G!3THECRYINGGAME.eovG6o»jB 23 a THE RIGHTKIfjDOFLOVE,Jeffcm/Jordan 
aiFIEVERLOSEMYFAITH...,; 

45 .. IFI EVER FALL IN LOVE, Shai Sai A46 - L1VIN' ON THE EDGE, Ac-rosmiih 47 u DO YOU BELIEVE IN US, JonSmda 48 ■■ m FM GONNA GET YOU, Bi;ar.c Inc A 49 . LOVE DONT LOVE YOU.En Voflue 50 « SUPERMODEHYOU SETTER...tRuPoul T. 

19 13 3YEARS5MONTHS&. 20 is DANGEROUS.Mii 
22 M HOME INVASION, Icn-T F 23 34 JON SECADA, Jon Sccada 24 h AREY0UG0NNAG0MYWAYUcnny> A25 a IT'S ABOUTTIME, 5VW 

4 « BRAND NEW MAN, 
a HARD OR SMOOTH, Wreckx-N-Effoct 

. COME ON COME ON, MaryChapinCaiponiM 50 .. T1MELESSITHECLASSICS), Mi. 



in 
____ 3'ConfllctOf Drums' (Theory Records). Dangerously slow, mean, moody and utterly delicious, A long foghorn synth-blast builds up with distant radio chatter, hinling at Snap's 'The Power'. The track blasts in, builds up, breaks down, simmers and pounds back.The excellence of this one should free it of any bpm snobbery. A stormer  ggaiB 

directory 

pi.IJilîfinMUTiUlM 'Corne Together' (One Off). A deep, murky and very hypnotic groove from DJs Rocky & Diesel. Two mixes at house tempo teature a fatthrobbing bassline punctuated with drop-downs, sampled vocals and bursts of synth. The third mix with hip hop beats and more strange noises is equally interesting KSI 
I'AdvancesV 'Movin' '(Loaded). The original mixes spice up chugging house beats with Oriental-style keyboard sounds, somewhat reminiscent of Yellow Magic Orchestra. But the real action is on the flip side which contains a couple of tasty Playboys Dubs boasting great basslines. The acidic Movin' Dub is surprisingly funky and is the best of the bunch   ÏÏM 

E555EGE1 -soûl Cargo' (Two Thumbs). It seems we are in for a Sixties organ revival. This is like a cross between Positive Gang's 'Sweet Freedom" and a Booker T groove. Instantly catchy and a sure underground favourite.... 

• SHARONDEE CLARKE 
'Hava Nagila' (Volumex). A big sounding Italian record with ail bold synth i noises and well produced rhythms. But the distinctive factor 1 is the Eastern vocals which wind likeasnake around the groove. This will have the crowd dancing llke dervishes  mrsrn 

. ïre slippcry surging     im Road My lJps,...D:REAM U WNRT192), "lift yourhands and raiso your Thlng1 (FXU/Magnet MAC voicos" groaning guy wailed happy inspira- 

rce and striding 0-120bpm Tomorrov I Mixes...RIO Missîng You' (Atomk 
Copacabana, Ipanema, 127 bpm Sao Pauto 

Wld'iiiiinuB'Set Me Free' (Boltom Line, US). A wicked return to form for a label that even when it hits a low is still producing music far and beyond the reach of others. This has upfront anthem style vocals - "I can't stand it, let me be free," - backed with the crispest drums and bass and topped with a stinging keyboard solo. Compulsory soul music 
Advance party: Rhythm Doctor, Fat Cat, Deep Freeze Productions, Tim Jeffery, Andy Beevers, Charlie Hall, Matthew Cole. 

146bpm 'Land Of Mys TRANCE 'P.ower C* * (Loglc/Arista 74321 
'■...DANCE2 128.8bpmQED. 12 ice, 0-128.9-128.7bpmCelestial Mix-  IE Return Of Nookle' (Rein- ET 1239, via SRD), confusingly 

yelped thrashing 148.9bpm'Dévotion', "blood claat" punctuated tinkly 147.7bpm am T ransient "Shirting In Da Darkness', c 
e's whlspered jiggly jolling 0- I9.9bpm "DrummerOf 

% DEPECHE MODE: TOUCHED BY THE HAND OF ENO 
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11 i« 91 NEVER FHLT U* 

15 19 » MR LOVERMAN Si 

TOP 10 B 

4 IHAVEWOTHIN( A5 s DONTWALKAV 
■ CAT'SlNTHECtj 

A10 il COMPORTER, S> Ail » DmY.PapefboY A12 n [MlLOOKIMGTHR 13 II BEPOFROSES,; 14 i. HIPHOPHOORAY.i 15 u EaORDINARYli 16 is IGOTAMAN.Po 

NOTTINGHAM'S Time Recordings is not a Mickey Mouse company - that's officiai. When Time chose Disneyland as the name for an EP recorded for the now defunct Disney- owned Hollywood UK, there was always going to be trouble. Sure enough, the mighty cartoon corporation kicked up a stink forcing Time to withdraw the name and take off one of Mickey's ears on its logo. "Frankly we don't give a Donald," says Time in a statement... Another label that has not been afraid of drawing on kiddies' TV for inspiration, Suburban Base, is getting more serious with the formation of a hip hop label - Bluntly Speaking. It is also updating the list for ail its labels - apply to Fiona by fax on 0708 734179...Following the success of their 'Wave' tune signed to Eight Bail, Rhythm Doctor and Philippe Lefevre unveil Marna Records with a first release 'The Garden Of Delights' by Love Tribe...Mark Kinchen has been busy remixing The Pet Shop Boys and putting finishing touches to his forthcoming album for Virgin's Union label...Word is that former MCA singer/ songwriter Terry Ronald has been singing backing for Dannii Minogue and big sister Kylie . Cultural Vibe is a new label set up by 

V 

• mark kinchen 

ex-Jack Trax man Damon D'Cruz and DJ JM Easy. A firing album 'Cultural House' is first up - including cuts by Victor Simonelli and Marshall Jefferson - but watch for some hot singles licensing...The Ayr label responsible for Jagga s 'Na Na Na' is actually called On The Up, téléphoné number 0292 280544. Apologies for last week's error...Tripped out German video company 3 Lux releases its latest sound and vision extravaganza 'A Journey Through Ambience' next Monday (fealuring a track by The Orb)...Acid Jazz has signed Raw Stylus of 'Pushing Against The Flow' famé...On the box this Saturday, BPM visits The Betty Ford Clinic at London's Gardening Club and features D:Ream,.. Somethin' Else is back at London's Subteranea every Saturday for a funky session with résident DJ Jez Nelson and Debra... Bandulu support The Orb at London's Brixton Academy on Saturday (17) when AM PM's club tour hits Renaissance in Mansfield...And down at London's Ministry of Sound, Secret Life play live on Friday (16), while on Saturday its Chicago night with E-Smoove (now split from ID) in the box...AND THE BEAT GOES 
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> MR. WENDAL,A Il rw EVERY WOMAN.VV? 

21 « THAT'S WHAT LOVE CAN 00, Bo, Kriiy Ui k'il .. CJ THECRVING GAf-lE, L-, 

44 is RHYTHM ISA DANGER, Snap 45 .1 IF1EVER FALL IN LOVE, Sh, 

23 a THE RIGHTKIND 0F LOVE, Jerem 47 o DQYOUBELIEVEINUS.JonSecaJa 48 » l53rMGONNAGETYOU,Bi;afiolnc C 
25 ;< E3IFIEVERLOSE MY FAITH P'iO'ily A49 . LOVE DONT LOVE YOU,En Vogue 

19 il 3YEARS5MONTHS&.„,< 20 il DANGEROUS, Mil 4 c BRANDNEWMAN, 
» IF I EVER FALL IN LOVE, Sb, 22 i. HOME INVASION, Ico 

45 g LlVElRIGHTHERË,RlGHTNOW,VanHalcn w 46 <i HARD OR SMOOTH,Wractx.N-ERocl 47 .i GREATESTHITS, Glorio Eslclan 
24 n AREYQUGQHNAGOMYWAY7,Ler A25 a IT'S ABOUT TIME, 5WV 



TOP 30 VIDEO TOP 15 

iUSSC VIDEO THE OFFICIAI [ftiusicweek CHART 
| | | CatlgoJ/i^nningtima CofSo! | * | Cntl0jryrTunEnln9timo Cmno | 5 | <XZ 

® ' 3 CWœn^fhMamin 16 » 8 FOXVi?87O0 - D ^ uEwihS3o: Live"TheWayWeWalk Pe'yGtsmt/icL 
2|^Sy/m3^m(i,nRLD VHR2C«8 ^ W'NNIETHEPOOH:ADavForEevore Waimisne^ £ , „TAKETHAT:TakeThat&Party BMGVideo 
3 m S&in VHR TO 1 8 M Dra™/!!rE°m,n TouohstOne 9 , ,WHEN THE MUSIC STOPS: Cliff Richard Wienerworld 0 2 Documenlary/57min WNR2035 
4 EU MLNEfh?ioLm,n"TheWaVWeWalk POlYGro8MV96d3 19 " 1 chW00^0THE ^ BBC 4 3 4 CHER; The Video Collection ^Geffen 
R PSI FATHEROFTHEBRIDE Touchstone l^|rngTOTSTV:Camel Central/Video Coll. Comedy/1 nr41 mm D413352 j 1 ta^l Children's/45min VC1299 5 EU CONNIE FRANCIS: LegendUve... Prism^Leisure 
c LETHALWEAPON3 WarnerHome Video | tTIS EM PETER RABBIT/BENJAMIN BUNNY Pickwick w Action/1 nr53min PES12475 c i-'i children's/30hr PV2193 jg^ ,0 8 BRUCESPRINGSTEEN: MTVPlugged SMV 
7 TOM KITTEN & JEMIMA PUDDLE-DUCK Pickwick yy , THE PRINCE OFTIDES ColumbiaTristar ' 4 Children's PV2194 7 2 Drama/2hr6min CVR22840 7 , „ DANIELO'DONNELL: FollowYourDream Ritz ! 9 21 Compilation/1hr30min RITZBV701 
O s . R0YCHUBBYBR0WN:Helmet's... PolyGramVideo OQ b™ POLDARKPART2 BBC 0 Comedy/l hr 0864163 " IhI DramaHhr68min BBCV4894 0 . , ABBA: Live In Concert VVL 0 4 Uve55min W01130 
qs W1NNIETHE POOH ANDTIGGERTOO Walt Disnev yn TERIVIINATOR2-JUDGMENTDAY Guild •» Children's/25min D200 642 KS Sci-FWhrlOmin GL051162 Q „ „ QUEEN: WeWilIRockYou MusicClub/PMI 3 " 66 Live/lhr30min MC2032 

10 „ TAKETHAT:TakeThatAndParty BMGVideo OC , TOTSTV: Hedgehog CentralAfideoColl. "j 10 " Music/lhrl2min 74321120863 " 211 1 CPildren'sMSmin VC1300 10 = SIMPLYRED: AStarryNightWith... WMV ,U 5 24 Live/1hr5min 4509909043 
-j-j 3 jDIANA-HERTRUESTORY Gtarvision £6 " , POtDARK: Parti bbcv^ss 11 8 „ GUNS N'ROSES: Use YourlIlusionl^Geffen 
10, .MYGIRL ColumbiaTristar 97 THESHAPECHALLENGE Video Collection 9 Drama/l hrSSmin CVB23647 15 " SpécialInterest/l hr 15min VCe266 19 7 .GLENNMILLER:MusicalHero BMGVideo 7 4 Compilation/43mm 74321113043 
19 _ CINDERELLA WaltDisney 9Q , CLIFFRICHARD:WhenTheMusicStops Wienerworld l<J " ^Children's/lhrSOmin D204102 ^•0 23 ' DocumentaryWmin WNR2035 19 , ,VARIOUSiFantazia-... CréationEntertainme 13 6 6 Compilation/Omin FAN 001 

„ „ CHERFITNESS: Body Confidence FoxVideo 90 , DOUBLE IMPACT Columbiajristar 13 12 Spécial Interest/lhr 30 min 2577 " 24 1 Action/1 hr45 min CVR 23663 ifffn „ „ GUNS N'ROSES; Use Your Illusion II Geffen | LU 18 18 Liveyihr30min GEFV39522 
15 „ ,3 CHERRTNESS^A New Attitude FoxVideo 90 Wm NSPCC CHILDREN'S TV FAVOURITES Abbey 15 „ 8 MICHAELJACKSON: MakingThriller MusicClub 

RECOROINGINOUSTRV 

m 

r 

North America's 

Essential Music 

Business and 

Production 

Directory 
Recording Industry Sourcebook is the most widely used 
directory in the business. The 1993 édition contains over 
11,000 up-to-date listings in 75 catégories including 
record labels, producers, distributors, managers, publishers, 
agents, attorneys, studios, music média and much more. 
£50.00 
To order, please call 071 620 3636 
Mail orders to: 
Recording Industry Sourcebook, c/o Music Week 
Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9UR 
Also available on floppy disk for Macintosh and PC. Please call number above for information. 
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TOP 75 ARTIST ALBUMS 
THE OFFICIAI fiiusic week C H A B T 

I/AKHIL1993 

■1 ra g Artist (Producor) labo./CD.^utor, 1 1 | Irtist (Producor) Ll | | | Art'fsl (Producor) LabeYCD(Mor, 
ri BLACK TIE WHITE ;|i NOISE Arisla/BMGlui/Savage7432113697218MG) ■■ David Bowie iBowie/Rodgersl 74321l3697«432l13697t 

A 26 « 21 GRÈATÈ81 h,Ts ★ 2 4723324/4723321 CO #1 Deansirui 26 2 Feii<IFeli«iBelli ctioaRCA 74321137002 (BMQ) 74321137004/74321137001 
97 rsi THE SINGLES COLLECTION • amm The Bluebells (Various) London 8284052 (F) 53 31 5 THE ULTIMATEGLENN MILLER Bluebird 74321131372 (BMGI 

2 2 SUEDE» NudeNUDEICDIRTM/P) NUDE1MC/NUDE1LP 9R ,, rJHEDARKSIDEOFTHEMOON*? £-u PinkFloyd(PinkFloyd) HarvestCDDSOM20|EI TCSHVL8C4/SHVLS04 c/i HIDDENTREASURES ^4 Barry ManilowCHuIetl'Manilow) Arista 74321133682 (BMG) 
o rnjm BEASTER j UliJ SuqarlMou'd'Giordanol CCRE153.'CRELP153 29 25 25 GREAT EXPECTAT10NS» EMICDEMC36mŒMC3624®»C3K4(EI TasmmAtcherlMendelsolin/Xaye/WickensiHuqhes/Rtrmauricel C C LEGEND ★ 5 M Gong BMWCO1/BMWCX1/BMWX1 (F) J J mm BobMarleyAndTheWailers(Marley/V/ailêrs-8!3cJftvellSmith) 

/ 4 COVERSHOT 6 2 Da«dEMex(Balil PolyGram 7V5145632(F| Tfl -a „ AMERICA'SLEASTWANTED " UglyKid Joe (Dodson/Dom'OglyKid Joël vSiS CC „ THE LOVE OFHOPELESS CAUSES Ep«4735œiSM) JIUI a 2 NwModelArmylBoIas) 4735624TO5621 r — POWERTRIPPIN' 3 Ui4 TheAlmighlylDodson) Polydor 5191042 (F) 5191044/5191041 31 1B „ COVERDALEPAGE EMICOEMD1041 (E) 57 5G29GOLD-GREATESTHITS*2 Polydor 5170072 (F) 51700745170071 
6 j53DIVA*3 1

 32 28 80STARS*10 " w SiinplyRed(Levine/Hucknall| EaS,WMW~4^ 58 12 2 THE NEW STARLIGHT EXPRESS ReallïUseful5l904l2iFl 
7 AUTOMATIC FOR THE PEOPLE * 2 qo „ WESTSIDESTORY Ml J"J Michael Bail/Barbara Bonney IMacLav) j/Pîckv/ick IMGC01801 (PK) en t EROTICA* Maverick/Sire 9362450312 (W) 
8 UNPLUGGED * 5 32 EricClaptonRilelman) Duck 9362450242 (W) "M v va FUNKYDIVAS» EaslWeslAmerica7567921!12|W) " En Vogue (McEIroyl 75679212140567921211 60 « 5 SONGS FROM THE RAINO London 8283502 (F) 82835048283501 

/ 9 c 3 YEARS,5 MONTHS AND 2 DAYS IN THE LIFE * 16 a ArresledDevelopmentISpeecli) CoollempoCCD1929/Z(riU,2aiCUP28|EI OC r™ GLADALLOVERAGAIN OU Uttil TtieDaveClarkFive(Clark) EMICDEMTV75(E) Cl PR"! WAKEUPCALL "I lilàïl John Maya» (FieidMcNair) SilveftoneOR£CD527(P) OREC527/ORELP527 
10 „ SOCLOSE» 9 DinaCarroliiLowis'Mackintosh/Cole/Clivilles) qc 15 THE BLISS ALBUM...? (VIBRATIONSOF...)0 00 J PMDav,n|PMDav;n| GeeSlreetGEECD9/GEEMC9GEEA9(F) 62 53 26 US® Peler Gabriel llanoisGabriel) 
11 ARE YOU GONNA GO MY WAY • VirginCOVUS60|F| 4 6 UamyKtavtalKtavfe) VUSMC60/VUSLP60 q? „ „ CONNECTED» 38 6 The Slereo MCs (Ttie Slereo MCs) 4,h+BRwSS Rq «a BACKTOFRONT*4 0-1 59 46 Lone! Richie (levine/Carmrchael) Motown 5300182 (F) 5300184/5300181 
12 3 5 THEIRGREATESTHITS EM1C0EMTV73(E) TCEMTV73'EMTV73 38 36 10 RAGEAGAINSTTHEMACHINE Epie 4722242 (SM) 4722244/4722241 en rpa greatesthits» LiJa The Police (The Fo5»'Gr8v!Padghaml A&M 5400302 (F) 
13 , SONGSOFFAITHAND...» 2 Depecha Mode (Oepeclie Mode/Rood) Mule COSTUMM106IRTM/P) CSTUMM106/STUMM106 39 17 3 AREALLIVEONE TCESMMS 65 sa 51 metallica» Vertigo5100222(F) 
14 TENSUMMONER'S TALES» ' Sling [Padgham/Sling) A&M 5400752 (F) 5400754/5400751 /in „ LABOURSOFLOVE-BESTOFHLIEANDCRY CrcaHACCOKFl HueAndCrylGoldbergiBiondolilIol HACMC1/- Rfi Êfa it'sashameaboutrayo OO Lia UmonheadsfTheRobbBros'Dandol Atiantic7567824602(W) 7567824604'75678246Û1 
15 TAKETHATANDPARTY * 21 33 TakeThatlVarious) RCA74321109232 (BMG) 41 an UNPLUGGED " ■ Arrested Development (Coletti) CooltempoCTCD33(E) R7 „ „ CHER'S GREATEST HITS: 1965-1992 *3 0' ChertVarious) GeffenGED2«39.GEC24439,'GEF24439IBMGI 
16 THE AIR THAT1BREATHE-THE BEST OF 15 3 TheHolliesIVanousl EMICDEMTV74/rCEMTV74tMTV74|EI â? n HOME INVASION RhymeS 23 3 ice-T (DJ Aladdia'SU/lce-T/Vanous) yndicale/Virgin RSYND1 (F) RSYNC1/RSYN1 cp THE COMMITMENTS (OST) * 0° 75 76 TheCommilmentsIBushncllMenParter) 2 MCA MCAD10286 (BMG) MCAC10286MCA10286 
17 „ THE GREATEST HITS BpneyMIFarian) TelstarTC02656(BMG) STAC 2656/STAR 2656 

A 43 m g CONSCIENCEO East West4509914832 (W) 69 73 9STAR 
""S1 Belly (Norton.'Chisholm/Bellv) 4A0 CAD3002CD (RTM/P) CADC 3002 CAD3002 

m G0RECKI: SVMPHONY N0 3 • El " " David2inman/lS/Upsliaw(Mattheivsl lektra Nonsuch 7559792822 |W) 7559792824/- M td a amazingthingso ^ 30 4 Runrig(Harley) il
 

i!
 

il
 70 E23KEEPTHE|:AITH# Jambco 5141972 (F) 

19 THE VERY BESTOF RANDY CRAWFORD OimOiNCOSBIPI ,l> 4 BandvCrav/fordlVarioiiîl 01NMC58/- AC rni 12INCHESOFSNOW EastWi 4D iMi Snow(MCShan) îst America 7567922072 (W) 71 „„bossdrum* il 57 30 TheShamenlTheShamen) One Utile Indian TPLP 42C0 (PI TPLP42C/TPLP42 
20 INGENUE© KO Lang (Penny/Mink/langl a n WHATEVER YOU SAY, SAY NOTHING • Columbia (SM| 40 37 6 Deacon Blue(Oakenfold/Osbome) 4735272/4735274/4735271 79 OTHERVOICES/OTHER ROOMS MCAMCO 10796(BMG) 61 5 NanciGriffithlMcRooneyl MCC10796'- 
21 23 8walthamstow« London 8283732/8283734/- (F) 8283734/8283731 Al 0UT0FT|ME^3 v 4# REM(|jtl/REM) 1/amer Bros 7599264962 (W) WX404C/WX404 70 n ONLY YESTERDAY ★ 3 / Ù Lus The Carpenters (Carpenter/Carpenter/Daughen A&M COA1990 IF) Y) AMC1990/AMA1990 

1 22 „ DURAN DURAN (THE WEDDING ALBUM) O PariophonelE} 32 8 Duran Duran (DnrRri DiirAn'.InnPsl CDDB34/rCDDB34/DDB34 48 iB3ESSENTIALFLUTE0,:JAMESGALWAY Rù \ Victor74321133852 (BMG) 74 r?i14SH0TSTQTHED0ME OefJam 4736782 (SM) 4736784'4736781 
23|2g WRESTEEMANIA-THE AEBUM Arista7432ii3S062M aq ^ NEVERMIND* 51 81 Nirvana(Vig.'Nirvana) DGCDGCD 24425 (BMG) OGCC24425/,DGC24425 7CM WOODFACÉ* i 3 mm CrowdedHouse(Froom) Capitol CDEST2144(E) TCEST2144,EST2144 
24 * 

Virgin COV2700IFI ^ ROD STEWART, LEAD VOCALIST • 

I 

! S |™? 

tfrylFerrYmower) ILV^/UWVZ/UU     

TOP 20 C0MPMI10NS 
 Label/CD (Dislribu^i 1SrnHEGADANCE2"THEENEi,GYZ0NE EMMr 

ARTISTS A - Z 

ENERGY RUSH PRESENTS 
2 DANCEHITS93 Dino DINCD59{P) DINMC59;D1NTV59 

I nraiHEGADASCE2"TtiEErlERGYZ0NE 

11pnn1MEGA-LO-MANIA PoiyQramW^MlMIFI 
12 COUNTRYLOVE 

2 3 2 DEEP HEAT 93 VOL 1 13i HITS 93 VOL1 i 
"3 THEBODYGUARD(OST) *3 Arista07822l86992|BMG| J Various Q7B22186994;07822186991 

~X7,n BLUES BROTHERSOULSISTER 'î 210 Various DinoDINCD56;DINMC56/-|P) 
RlSiwl CHART SHOW ULT1MATE ROCK... TheHitUbeVloruJonAHlCOSin Vari0us AHLMC9/AHLLP9 
60 , LOADED EMI/Virgin/PolyGramCDEVP5 (El Various TCEVP5fEVP5 

~T77lipstick on your COLLAR (OST) • ' Various PolyGram TV 5160862/5160864/5160861 (F) 
0 6 4 COUNTRYROADS © 

14' 
îr/BMGTCD2M1(BMG) 

vîlI|uui>  STAC 2641/STAR 2641 
MEG A DANCE - THE POWER ZONE 6 Various EMlA/irgin/PolyGram CDEVP4/TCEVP47EVP4tE) CLASSIC EXPERIENCE IV EMICDEMTVD72(E| 4 w.Xino TCEMTVD72/EMTVD72 

16 " 2 QRHYTHMANDBLUES I 
17 12 4 UNDERGROUND VOL 1 
1R pB PU.B H0USE DISC0 2000 

19 CELTICHEART 0 
Guérilla GRCD 7IRE7APT) GRMC7;GRLP7 RCA74321131662IBMGI 

9 , 3 RAREGROOVE 
' 5161004/- U""" Various   .oiuoe.- 

-Quali^Televi^CDOietPj ZOO^^^SMOœCpSc^ 
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SPECIALIST C H ARTS 

Psygnosis Team 17 Renegade Mindscape Microprose USGold Renegade/Mindscape Gremlïn Graphics USGold 

HftMiuMyMawwn 
ThisLast 1 4 LEMMINGS 2 AG PC 2 1 BODYBLOWS AG 3 2 THE CHAOS ENGINE AG 4 3 B17 FLYING FORTRESS AG PC 5 5 X-WING PC 6 6 SENSIBLE SOCCER 92/93 STAG 7 RE PREMIER MANAGER STAG 8 9 STREETFIGHTER11 STAG 9 35 SUPERFROG AG 10 7 SLEEPWALKER-COMIC RELIEF STAG PC 
COUNTRY This Last 1 NEW OTHER VOICES/OTHER ROOMS Nanci Griffith MCA MCD10796 |BMG| 2 NEW THIS TIME DwightYoakam Reprise9362452412(W| 3 1 SLOW DANCING WITH THE MOONDolly Parton Columbia4729442(SM| 4 3 COMEONCOMEON Mary-ChapinCarpenter Coluiiibia4718982(SM| 5 2 FOLLOW YOUR DREAM Daniel O'Donnell Rib RITZBCD 701 (P) 6 4 SHADOWLAND KDLang Warner Bros 9257242 (W) 7 5 SOMEGAVEALL BillyRayCyrus Mercury 5106352 (F) 8 7 ROPIN'THE WINO GarthBrooks CapitolCDESTU2162(E) 9 6 ABSOLUTE TORCH AND TWANG KD Lang and The Reclines Sire 9258772 (W) 10 13 NOFENCES GarthBrooks Capitol CDEST2136(E) 
JAZZ/BLUES 

1 FEELS LIKE RAIN Buddy Guy 2 BOOM BOOM John Lee Hooker 3 THE BEST OF JOHN LEE HOOKER Ji 4 NEW FEELTHIS 5 4 25 6 6 MONTAGE 7 7 MR LUCKY 8 NEW SO NEAR, SO FAR 9 NEW REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE 10 10 THE HEALER Source; © CIN. Compiled by Gallup 

Jeff Healey Band HarryConnickJnr KennyG John Lee Hooker JoeHenderson Norman Connors John Lee Hooker &Friends ! 

Siluerlone ORECD 525 (P) Pointblank VPBCD12(F) Music Club MCCD 0201TB) Arista 74321120872 (BMG| Columbia 4728092 |SM) Arista 210622 (BMG| Silvertone ORECD 519 (P| Verve 5176742 (F) Mojazz5302022(F) tone ORECD 588IPI 
INDEPENDENT: SINGLES 

AINT NO LOVE (A1NT NO US U GOT 2 KNOW GEPETTO (REMIX) 
Robs 7R0B 9/12R0B 3 (P) 
4AO-/BAD2018|RTM/P| 

MUSIC IS MY LIFE D0WN WITH THE KING I FEEL YOU QUOTH 

14 12 2 M0VIN' ON/THE RIGHT TIME 15 11 4 SHOT IN THE DARK 16 S 3 ONLY WITH YOU 17 NEW 1 CRADLE SNATCH 18 S 2 OAMN FINE WOMAN 19 10 3 DONT YOU FORGET ABOUT M! 20 13 5 SODEEP Source: & CIN Compiled by ERA front Gallup 

|2-/12FAZE16(P| DMC Profile-/PROFT 391IRE/APTI rche Mode Mule B0NG21/-(RTMrP| gon Window Watp-/WAP33(RTM/P) Iranes Dedicatod-/CRANE 005 (RTM/P) ss Suburban Base -/SUBBASE21 (SRD) Jee RSiS -/RSGB101 CD (RE/APT) ;h Motel Junior Boys Own -/JBO 1112iGA/M0| ype Suburban Base-/SUBBASE 20 (SRD| ain Hollywood Project Puise 8 (12)LOSE 40 (P) ilver Hut -/HUTT 26 (RTM/P) rfish Création CRE138(T| (P) Company ZYX ZYX 69467/ZYX 694612 (ZYXI leese Project Network-/NWKTeaiP) 

FORMULA ONE GRAND PRIX ZOOL CIVILIZATION LEMMINGS/ON NO MORE... ABANDONED PLACES 2 JIMMY WHITE'S SNOOKER HISTORY LINE 1914-1918 CAMPAIGN AV8B HARRIER ASSAULT MONKEY ISLANO 2 LSPA.Compiled by Gallup 

I THE CHASE S NECK AND NECK 3 TURN BACK THE YEARS I ANOTHER COUNTRY 1 I NEED YOU 4 SHOOTING STRAIGHT IN THE DARK 0 CURRENTS 7 THE LAST WALTZ 3 SWEET OLD WORLD 2 FAVOURITES © CIN. Compiled by Gallup 

ilEIILIISIIPIlAll 
Microprose Gemlin Graphics Microprose Psygnosis 

GarthBrooks Liberty CDESTU 2184 (E) ChetAtkins/MarkKnopller Columbia 4674352 (SM) SeanWilson Platinum PLATCD 911 (PL) TheChieftans RCA\ Daniel O'Donnell Mary-ChapinCarpenter Don Williams Daniel O'Donnell Lucinda Williams Daniel O'Donnell 

or 09026609392 (BMG) RitzRITZCD104(P) Columbia 4674682 (SM) RCA PD 90645 (BMG) Ritz RITZCD 0058 (P) Elektra 3705613512 (W) Ritz RITZCD 0052 (P) 
T SHIRTS Subject Depeche Mode Alnum co Suede Iran Maiden Pearl Jam Metallica Sad But True and Untorgiven 

i Robinson, First and Shame About Ray 8 - Nirvana Smiley Face and Fudge Packing... 9 - Neds Atomic Dustbin Feet and Are You Normal 10 4 RedDwarf Twatlt © Music Week. Compiled from data collected from HMV (Bristol), Our Price (Peterborough and Swansea), Power (London) and Virgin (Birmingham and Sheffield). 
INDEPENDENT: ALBUMS 

PURPLE ELECTRIC Vil i SO TOUGH FAITH HOPE & CLARI 
HE FIRST 20 HITS IUP PLAYED SPACE AGE.., IG THE LAND AH YEAH/OUR TROUBLED... 

9 2 ODYSSEY 17 4 SQUARE ONE ■g- © CIN Compiled by ERA fron 

The Shamen EdAlleyne-Jol 

Bikini Kill/Huggy Bear 
Black DogProduct 

Silvertone ORELP 525 (P) e Little Indian TPLP 42 (P) onCD:EQCD001 (RTM/P) Heavenly HVNLP6{P) Network TRPLPl(P) HutHUTLP7(RTM/P) 
Too Pure PURE 19 (RE/APT) China WOL1022 (P) Catcall/Wiiija PUSS 001 (RE/APT) 

; Warp WARPLP 8 (RTM/P) mTTHREE(SRD) Expansion EXLP 6 (P) 

fflmiŒ 
'Jurassic Shift' 

A)ew yXIbur-n Dove CD6, L.'Pôy ]\ACi6. 
Dealer-Price ~ J^6,0Q,/^.50J&50 

Disf^ibufed By V^innaczle.. 

pA-vailable P^om y\.pnl 19fk. 
 On DovetaW Records 

Mï 

- _ l 7^1-LÙ t/te. éjrG&tÂ&d- 
m] P&dd&SlA', 

/sLO&Jzledtd- &tc-. 

ow A&tïzp. astdL d&LCcMJ- 
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1/ H 

TOP 60 DAICE SSNGLES 

i ! |a (D^el,S l 1 !a iùtiïiïiï 
| 

n AIIMT NO LOVE Il '{AINT NO USE) m Sub Sub/Melanie Willalms Robsl2ROB9(P) 
9C 2, 6 MR. LOVERMAN rS-'J ShabbaRanks Epic6590785ISMl 36 WEAYZ737CD (W) 

1 Kn« 2 THE RIGHT DECISION i L3JJ JesusJones Food12PERVP2(E) 37E3apPSLson Finlflex FF 002 (DEL) 
o , , U GOT 2 KNOW 97 .. 3 LOVE THE LIFE £■1 JTQ With Noël Mckoy Big LifeBLRT93(F) OO MOVIN' ON/THE RIGHT TIME uO 12 Roach Motel JuniorBoysOwnJBOl112(GRA/MOl 
q ra SWEET FREEDOM O CI^ll PositiveGang PWLContinentalPWLT261 (Wl 90 rSI AUSLANDER £.0 tliâÉl LivmgColour Epic6591736(SMI qo la 3 FEVER UU ,B Madonna Maverick/Sire W 0168T (W) 
n , „ SHOW ME LOVE ^ " Robin S Champion CHAMP 12300 (BMG) 90 pm TESTAMENT ONE-THREE eu Uiiki ChubbyChunksVoll ClevelandCityCLE 13005 (GRA) AH s JDMP THEY SAY W David Bowie Arista/BMG INT/Savage 74321139421 (BMG) 
C rrn REGRET □ EâiJèl New Order London NUOX1 |F| qn. 2 TRANCESCRIPT 'JLI" Hardfloor Harthouse UX HARTUK 5 (RTM/P) 33 , HERE WE GO AGAIN! Capitol 12CL 683 (E) 
C rri DO YOU LOVE ME LIKE YOU SAY? O fcaèl TerenceTrentD'arby Columbia6590736ISMI 31 16 2 ™ A WONDERFUL THING, BABY^^ 42 El hangovér WEAYZ719T(W) 
7 rm WIND IT UP (REWOUND) / l«U TheProdigv XLRecordingsXLT39(W| 09 , 2 MUSIC IS MY LIFE Chase Faze212FAZE16(P| AO r™ UNLEASH YOUR LOVE 'îU lull Dodge City Productions 4th+B'way 12BRW 265 (F) 
8 EIS3 Mhe RIBhE (THAT'S FL0WING' 0 G (W) 

OO 3. 6 INFORMER Snow East West America A8436T(W} ^ a 3 PLASTIC DREAMS R&S RSGB101TIRE/APT) 
Q 5 5 DONT WALK AWAY •a Jade GiantW0160T(W) "M E3 bouge de la EfctÉ» MCSo|aar TalkinLoudTLICX37(F) /!(;„ ,, OH CAROLINA ^3 ,5 13 Shaggy Greens leevesGRED361 (JS/BMG) 

1Q1, 2 YOU'VE GOT ME THINKING qc ,, 6 l'M SO INTO YOU SWV RCA (USA) 7863624501 llmport) 32 4 itwasagoodday 4th+B'way 12BRW 270 (F) 
/17 , PENTHOUSE & PAVEMENT (TOMMY D 4/ 26 Heaven 17 Virgin VST 1457 (F| 11 ESlDuranDuran Parlophone CDDDS17 (E) 

TOP 10 ALBUMS -a 90 , SING HALLELUJAH! DrAlban Logic/Arista7432l136201 IBMGI no a, 3 SHOT IN THE DARK 40"" DJ Hype Suburbî m Base SUBBASE 20 (SRD) 
1 "î PSI CANT GET ANY HARDER 1 J Uil james Brown Scotti Bros pZ 262 (F) flQ „ , KOOCHIE RYDER 43 FreakyRealistic Frealism FREAX2{F) 

P31CHILD OF LOVE 11 UM Jhe i.emo„ Trees Oxygen GASPD 4 (BMG) 1 3 Unis, LabeSSI 50 l^TAB00 LimboLIMB010 (RTM/P) i c a WHEN TM GOOD AND READY ,J Sybil PWL International PWLT260 (W) il, 214 SHOTS TO THE DOME U LLC00IJ Columbia (USA) C253325/- (Import) gl ,3 3 Quoth ^ WarpWAP 33 (RTM/P) 
1C , , LOOKS LIKE l'M IN LOVE AGAIN KeyWestfeaturingErik PWLSanctuaryPWLT252|W) ? InewI portrait £■ 1 1 Portrait CapitolEST2193TrCEST2193(E| cq „ , THE BRITISH UNDERGROUND EP Various XLRecordingsXLT42(W) 17 2, 2 HOW l'M COMIN' •' LLCool J DefJam 6591696 (SM) 9l 2#1 

U Félix Deconstruclion/RCA 74321137001/743211370 cq 2, 2 L0VE don't LOVE yol «Ju EnVogue Eas 1 ;t West America A 8424 (W) IO3. , TENNESSEE 1° Atresled Development Cooltempol2COOL270(EI A fm DUB HOUSE DISCO 2000 t lèUlf Various Guérilla GRMC 7/GRLP7 (RE/APT) fia El lizard king J4 -M VanBasten Brute BRUTE 6 (GRA/MO) ■j Q ,3 3 JAMAICAN IN NEW YORK 1J Shinehead ElektraEKR161TIW| c 3 3 HOME INVASION J lce;T Rhyme Syndicale/Virgin RSYN1/RSYNC1 IF) gg aa B TOO YOUNG TO DIE 
90 PSI ROOTS 'N' future £.U mmm PhutureAssassins SuburbanBaseSU8BASE22(SRD) fi PSI |NTRO u ,yl4i Inlro Atlantic (USA) 7567824632/-(lmport) 5g „ , IN Y0U u 
91 .5 3 l'M BACK FOR MORE Lulu and Bobby Womack Domel200ME1002(E) 7 PSI THE SOUND OF FUNK VOL 2 / UBM Various Goldmine GSLP 012/- (RE/APT) 57 E] f10™IT D0WN London LONCD 339 (F) 99 31 NEVER FELT LIKE THIS BEFORE "■ MlcaParis 4th+B,way12BRW263(F) 0 2 j HERE COME THE LORDS " LordsOfThe Underground PendulumlUSA)4723011/(lmport) 5g 56 5 TIME TO GET UP XL Recordings XLT 40 (W) 90 s 3 GO AWAY £3 3 Gloria Estefan Epic 6590956 (SM) Q 5 5 SQUARE ONE 3 GaryTaylor ExpansionEXLP6/EXMCP6(P) en 3. . DOWN WITH THE KING Run-DMC F 'rofilePROFTSgi (RE/APT) y A 2e , PRESSURE US Sunscreem Sony S2 6591106 (SM) 1H PSI ENERGY RUSH PRESENTS..HITS 93 DU BèaiJ Various DinoDINTV59/DINMC59(P| 60 E3 Eumiop80' Diva12DIVA6(BMG) 

pr'"' The Music Week Dance Chart is updaled every Friday by Pele IFM's Essentia, Sélection between 7-7.30 pm. 

10015 Singles anti ftrtisl Albums io1 .acUVJeel 

1m ?j S 

allhrt atVisis milles 

The top tû iviiSSe(j out on last year's Chart Book? 
ReMte« ol Get yours now for HALF PRICE when you 

. .. order The Chart Book'93 

Plcase send me copies of Ttie Chart Book '93 at £14.99 plus £3.25 pSp (Total £18.24 percopy). I would also like copies of last year's Chart Book (The Chart Book 1991 ) at the spécial discount prtce of £7.49 plus an additional El .00 p&p (Total £8.49 
...copies of The Chart Book '93 at USS39.99 plus USS15.00 

must be payable In £ sterling). I would also like... ...copies of last year's Chart Book (The Chart Book 1991) at Ihe spécial discount price of US$19.99 plus an additional USS6.00 pip (Total US$2S.99 or £15.50) l enclose a chcQue/poslal order (or. irade payable lo Spotllghl Publications. 

Plea^e noie ■ lasl year's book Is only a 
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VIDEO 

SALES SPRING TO LIFE 
Easter marks the start of the second most important sales period for the video business 
and the major distributors bave geared up their activities to capitalise on the opportunities 

is to release less of it 
S .nager 

VcTsales and 

And 

Tj"11 SEHr IHxHIHEn 

'e "Ksh^eeiTmonths on from 

set, Our 

ywant 
, Tito -5 

, - • 130 3. | i <Q 
model: for PeTeTpan mngTg from" ' tô CapitaT's Help £11.99 to £14,99. This sort of Child appeal. For 

with isagapinthemarketforg< 

«me. Distributors bave to ■niaginative when it corne: planning cross promotion! and dealer incentives. 



VIDEO 
RTM Sales and Marketing 

WE'VE GOT IT ALL... 

VIDEO 

STUDIO if? 

Following on the success of 3 Lux Volumes 1 and 2, 3 Lux 3 is the ultimate 
The Orb and Aphex Tv 

REDEMPTION 

CAPE FEAR (CIC Video VHR 1557) Dealer price: £9.52 This box office smash thriller from last autumn starring Robert De Niro and Jessica Lange is sure to score with such a prompt retail release. Its attractions are boostedbya brochure providing star interviews and biogs, plus tokens towards towards merchandise items, backed by a national press ad campaign. Prospects look just as good for CIC's other spring blockbuster, the cuit comedy Wayne's World (VHR 2628). This also benefits from a short theatrical to retail period and is buoyed by substantial press advertising. 

BUGSY: (Columbia Tristar Home Video CVR 23645) Dealer price: £8.84. Warren Beatty plays American gangster Ben 'Bugs/ Siegel in this slickly directed film that took £1.3m at the UK box office last year. Classy packaging promises to transfer well to POS material while press ads will run in Time Out and Empire. The Nicholas Cage feature Vampire's Kiss and About Last Night, starring Demi Moore, could also be worth taking on board. 
CARRY ON CLEO AND CARRY ON SERGEANT - double pack (Warner Home Video PES 38327) Dealer price: £6.80. Chances are that anyone who purchases a Carry On film will want to dip into one of the other five affordable double packs released this month. SIeeve designs reflect the Carry Ons' brand of basic humour and are guaranteed to look good as a collection on the shelf. Which should help WHV's sériés steam ahead of other sell through Carry On titles. 

THEESSENTIAL\/ID|;( 

SCUM: (4-Front Video 886 8903) Out: April 19. Dealer price: £4.08. Since it was made by the BBC in 1979, subsequently banned for télévision and then given a successful theatrical run, Scum should make a big impact. Current public concern over juvénile crime should help 4-Front's PR campaign get tabloid mileage. Other features worth considering in its April batch are The Loneliness Of The Long Distance Runner, Tora Jones and Ghoulies. 

Bugsy should clinch sizeable sales; De Niro (top centre) fans will head /"or (ope, 

THE RETAIL VERDICT...ON FILMS: "We expect to do well with Wayne's World and Cape Fear and will be mounting spécial window displays to maximise business. As with ail major releases, pricing remains a central issue and we are worried there will be widespread price-cutting on the retail prices of these titles," lan Ashridge, HMV. 

classic Sixties sériés doesn't mean that they will be hometaping instead of buying — a fact proved by the solid sales already achieved by MGM's Uncle tapes in the wake of previous TV exposure. Tipped to do strong business. 

SPACE 1999 — Volumes 11 and 12 (ITC Video 8170 and 8171). Dealer Price: £7.48. Interest in these latest two volumes will be stoked up by a Radio Times ad campaign, interviews with guest stars in the tabloids and on national radio, while Gerry Anderson will be talking on ITWs The Little Picture Show and BBC l's Entertainment Express. Previous volumes have been steady chart performers. 

THE VAMPYR: (BBC Video BBCV 4901) Dealer price: £8.84. This was the only real gem to come out of last year's lacklustre Christmas TV schedule - an original, contemporary opéra written by Charles Hart. BBC Video's £50,000 spring marketing campaign, including ads in the national press and consumer monthlies, will push this and its other bankable April releases: Harry Enfield's Televison Progamme — The Very Best Of Sériés 2, The Complété Only Pools And Horses — Sériés 1, and The Complété Last Of The Summer Wine — Sériés 1. 

THE STUFF ( Cinéma Club label Video Collection International CC7100) Dealer price: £4.08. This 1985 comedy horror involving a monstrous yoghurt is one of the stronger contenders from VCI's mixed bag of budget features. Others, including the Elliott Gould vehicle Dead Men Don't Die, and the pilot 

JASON KING — Chapter One: The Company I Keep and Chapter Two: Flamingoes Only Fly Ou Tuesdays (ITC Home Video 8201/8202) Dealer price: £7.48. This was the Seventies sériés that lifted Peter Wyngarde's character to cuit status. Fashion spreads featuring the sartorially- challenged Jason King character are lined up in the national press, and there's a promotion with Tie-Rack. 

AN INCONVENIENT WOMAN: (Odyssey Video ODY 749) Dealer price: £7.48. Rebecca de Mornay stars in this American mini- series broadcast six months ago. Odyssey's tried and tested approach of running compétitions in the nationals and women's mags should create significant interest in this and its other US TV releases including Switched At Birth and Who Will Love My Children. 

MAN FROM UNCLE VOLUMES 5&6 (MGM/UA Home Video PES 52395 and 52396) Dealer price: £7.99. Just because three million people are tuning in weekly to the BBC 2 repeats of this 

THE RETAIL VERDICT... ON TV PRODUCT; "We have a spécial TV section in which we try to maintain a breadth of titles. Out of the spring batch we expect the Only Pools And Horses tape to perform well. Classic TV comedy releases are proven steady sellers throughout the year," Wayne Allen, Ainley's, Leicester 

Distributed by RTM/Pinnacle For more information ring: 071284 1155 or for telesales: 0689 873 144 
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VIDEO 
RTM Sales and Marketing 
...AND MORE 

|:0 STOCK! NG GUIDE 
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m 

Cape Fear; Jason King (below) has cuit appeal; Scum could sink ot 
SPECIAL INTEREST 

GAMEBREAKER; (Video Collection International VC6305) Dealer price: £4.76. Given that high quality visuals are key to computer games, the idea of introducing a video magazine to preview Nintendo and Sega's output seems pretty astute. An ad campaign will run in the teen and computer games press. 
THE STARS' GREATEST GOLF JOKES (Video Collection International VC6260) Dealer price: £7.48. Produced in association with The Stage Golfing Society and featuring Ronnie Corbett, Eric Sykes and James Bolam, previews in the nationals have already trumpeted its arrivai. Pre- sales are reported to be healthy and an ad campaign will target golfing monthlies. 
the retail verdict...on SPECIAL INTEREST: "We see Gamebreaker as an interest- ing new concept that we are prepared to support. The important thing is that its previews are sufficiently up front to be of interest to games tonsumers," Mark Oakley, Virgin Retail. 

PETER PAN (Disney Home Video D202452). Dealer Pmce: £10.21. Although this has been out for almost a month, sales prospects will extend well beyond Easter with more TV advertising due m the summer. Don't forget Disneys usual limited release penod applies, so it's worth keepmg a careful gauge on stocks. Expect Winnie The Pooh Taies toflyouttoo. 
MUSIC WEEK 17 APRIL1993 

THE TALE OFTOM KITTEN AND JEMIMA PUDDLEDUCK (Pickwick PV 2194) Dealer price: £6.80. The only title that will come anywhere near to giving Peter Pan a run for its money this Easter. The r.r.p. of £9.99 for 30 minutes viewing may seem a bit steep, but added extras including a free nursery wall frieze, and a cuddly toy offer push up the value factor. 
THE VERY BEST OF WATCH WITH MOTHER (BBC Video BBCV4966) Dealer price: £6.12. A BBC 2 programme investigating the history of children's télévision plus a book entitled From The Box Of Delights should help this and companion title The Very Best Of The dangers to do brisk business. Posters and A4 leaflets are available to encourage impulse buyers. 
TELL ME A STORY - Tom Thumb & Rapunzel (Pickwick PV 2093). Dealer price: £6.12. Since this two story tape runs only 52 minutes, it could have a tough time competing with the rest of the budget children's product this Easter. But solid brand awareness and eye- catching packaging could help to swing spending on this and stable mates, Thumbelina & The Princess and the Pea and Little Red Riding Hood & Goldilocks and the Three Bears. 
THUMPKIN AND THE EASTER BUNNIES: (Castle Vision CV11587) Dealer price: £6.12. This is one of Castle's own comraissioned seasonal specials and is aimed at keeping under-fives entertained. Marketing is low- key but compétitions in pre- school magazines are designed 

to emphasise the tape's appeal to parents who value traditional story-telling. 
THE RETAIL VERDICT...ON KIDS' PRODUCT: "We have a very healthy share of the children's market as mothers tend to shop with us rather in the more specialist music shops. Undoubtedly Peter Pan and Jemima Puddleduck will be our biggest sellers and we expect them to sustain healthy sales beyond Easter," Tim Forrester, W H Smith. 

JOSE CARRERAS & FRIENDS: (Video Collection International MC2109) Dealer price: £4.76. VCI's previous full- price ténors on video have sold more than 250,000 units and this package should do equally well. Recorded at London's Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, it features a mix of operatic favourites including Carmen and West Side Story that should gamer consumer press exposure. Prospects are also good for Kylie Minogue Live and Queen Live In Rio. 
THE TANK, THE SWAN AND THE BALLOON — Brasure Live (BMG Video 74321122503). Dealer price: £8.84. Brasure fans will want to wallow in this marathon 135-minute tape of the band's Manchester Apollo extravanza last year. BMG is supplying dealers with a pack of wide-ranging POS and an ad campaign rolls is scheduled for the consumer music press. 
THE WAY WE WALK - Genesis Live In Concert (PolyGram Video 0868 4963). Dealer price: £10.21. The band's thirtysomething plus fanbase should ensure this tape has a long shelf life. Taken from last year's London EarTs Court gigs, ail the new hits are here and it's boosted by coverage in the nationals and consumer press. 
RAVE ENERGY - Rhythms From The Darkside (Prism Leisure PLATV954). Dealer price: £7.48 After the success of last year's Cyberdelia, Prism is launching the first in a new sériés of videos that marry hardcore soundtracks - in this case created by DJ partnership The Darkside - with treated footage of live rave action. There's will be a free CD single shrink- wrapped to the video, radio advertising on Kiss FM, and a promo blitz on clubs. 
THE RETAIL VERDICT...ON MUSIC: "Brasure will be our lead title and l've placed an initial order for 100 copies. Genesis has a loyal following which means it will go well — but not in the same league as Brasure," Tara Gordon, Tower. 

Pauline à la plage 

Cat No: CR113 Release date; OUT NOW Release date; 26.4.93 

ÇPbtli&S'îifcissus 

visionary 

The Specials and The Beat together performing the greatest hits of both bands. • Live in Tokyo • Including: Gangsters, Too Much Too Young and Mirror In The Bathroom. 

Distributed by RTM/Pinnacle nore information ring: 071 284 1155 or for telesales: 0689 873 144 
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Affordable music specialists for full 

information either contact your 
distributor/wholesaler or call us at 

TRING INTERNATIONAL PLC TRIANGLE BUSINESS PARK, WENDOVER ROAD, 
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MID PRICE/LQW PRICE 

The budget iiîg guns 

batlDe for big bucks 

Bullish budget reissue labels are battling for a bigger share of the market as a recession- 
hit public clamours for value for money. Paul Gorman finds out who are the front runners 
The normally uneventful world of the budget reissue labels has been rocked by a sériés of major developments in the past few months. Each has come as a direct response to the rising demand for budget audio releases among retailers and public alike. In March, Telstar revived the old Ronco label. Then there was the much-heralded launch of PolyGram's new Karussell division, whose budget label Spectrum is expected to grab a significant share ofthissector beforethe end of the year. Meanwhile BMG is believed to be considering a sériés of budget releases on its mid-price Ariola Express label and Pickwick, which already supplies WH Smith with its own brand classical label, is exploring a further joint venture deal with a retail chain, says head of audio Melvin Simpson. According to BPI figures, budget accounted for 10% of the UK album market by volume and 5% by value in 1992. The sector's importance inevitably varies by format, with it accounting for 2% of LP units (value; 1%) in 1992, 11% of cassette shipments (value: 6%) and 10% of CDs (value: 5%). Gallup estimâtes nearly half the budget market is dominated by two companies; EMI with a 26.3% share through its Music For Pleasure division, and the Pickwick Group with 21.4%. Pickwick's Melvin Simpson takes issue, "If you take supermarkets and convenience stores into account," he says, "Pickwick's share of the market mustbe nearer 30%. "Asda is arguably the country's biggest budget rousic retailer, and we supply 50% of its budget audio sales." But whatever the arguments ahout share, PolyGram commercial director Tony Pye, who is overseeing the May launch of the group's new budget division Karussell UK, says the market is bigger than previously believed. 
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"It's notoriously difficult to pin down. It dépends on whether you take account of factors such as market sales and product under £1.99," he 
Pye believes a trade value of £55m to be nearer the mark, and predicts that it will grow about 6%-8% in the next three years. PolyGram's new budget label Spectrum is the group's way of expanding its share of growing budget sales. Repertoire will be drawn largely from music already available within PolyGram. But there is every intention of licensing product from third parties, where appropriate, in the near future. The blueprint for Spectrum was provided by the success of PolyGram's German budget label Karussell, which claims second place in overall domestic music sales. In addition, the company will use sales and marketing techniques developed at its three-year-old UK budget video division 4Front, which now claims 40% of the UK market and is racked in such non-traditional outlets as the 130-store Circle K convenience chain. 4Front release stratégies are 

s to top-flight i 
being applied to Spectrum product, which will sell CDs to retail at £5.99 (pop) and £4.99 (classical), with cassettes at £3.99 (pop). "We will not be afraid to delete a title, and resurrect it at a later date." says Pye. "The original business plan called for a catalogue lirait of 200, so the roster will be subject to continuous appraisal." But Peter Smith, the managing director of Polygram Video currently heading Karussell UK, believes the combination of a dedicated sales force and a ground-breaking national advertising campaign for the Spectrum label will see Polygram emerge as a budget front runner too. Rival major Sony chooses to maximise budget potential by operating two deals with Pickwick. Straightforward licensing agreements apart, Sony re- releases of Epie and Columbia titles rl Collée m the low r  r's Choice label are ail (JOlleCtOr S Cmuice lauei aican marketed and distributed by Pickwick. With a £5.99 retail tag, Collector's Choice was launched in 1989 and now has a catalogue of80 titles. "Collector's Choice provides 

us with a number of advantages," says Mick Carpenter, Sony Music Europe spécial projects manager. "It gives us access to Pickwick's expertise in marketing budget product through non- traditional outlets. It also compléments our own mid- price activities with the Nice Price label." The label also provides Sony artists with prolonged "shelf- life" - LPs move from full price, through Nice Price to Collector's Choice before being licensed directly to companies such as Pickwick. Carpenter remains unconvinced by prédictions of a boom in budget sales. "It's more likely that the market has taken on a new shape as more product has become available," he says. The majors now place greater value on catalogue and are increasingly reluctant to consider exclusive licensing agreements. So Pickwick is concentrating its efforts on restricted licences for the Collectors Choice label with Sony and, since March of this year, the Sound Value label featuring premium Warner Music repertoire. "These are, effectively, trade- 

offs with both companies in that we only get limited access to product," admits Pickwick's Melvin Simpson, "but at least it means we get top-flight material. Gone are the days of over version-only LPs. The WameFs Sound Value catalogue includes The Pretenders, Tim Buckley and Echo & the Bunnymen." Simpson projects growth of as much as 20% over the next year, directly as a resuit of he increasing quality of the budget repertoire. Klaus Heymann, the Hong Kong-based îwner of budget label 
bullish. He expects last year's UK sales of 600,000 toincreaseby 30% in 1993, and that the label's Worldwide sales will top 6m this year, giving it a 10% share of the global budget market. Naxos spécialisés in cut- price classics with a catalogue of more than 450 titles released through two labels: the Naxos Classical range retailing in the UK at £4.99 and Naxos Opéra at £5.99. Heymann is a constant critic of the major labels' full-price CD policies and believes budget to be the way forward for the industry. "Since our prices are 30%- 40% of full price CDs, people are willing to experiment with something new. By promoting understanding and appréciation, you can actually expand the market," he says. Having improved the quality and the variety of product available, it is clear the industry has staked out the budget sector and is itted to developing it as far as will gc KarusselTs Pye confidently claims Polygram's share of the market will approach 30% within the next 12 to 18 months. What he doesn't know is whether this will be achieved simply at the expense of his competitors, or whether there's a lost world of record buyers out there just waiting to be rediscovered. 
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CitelK COMMUNICATIONS 
  ORIGINAL ARTISTS 
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MATCD/MC 269 
M1K1 & GR1FF 

£2.381 

MATCD/MC 254 
DEALER PRICE 

TWIN CASSETTE 
LONG PLAY CD 

ONLY £2.38 

MATCD/MC 259 

VARIOUS ARTISTS • LIVE AT RONNIE SCOTT'S 
MATCD/MC 256 Fealuring CHET BAKER • ROY AYERS • CHiCO FREEHAN • ART BLAKEY and many more 

FLEETWOOD MAC • THE BLUES YEARS 
MATCD/MC 256 Includlng MAN OF THE WORLD ■ GREEN MANALISHI ■ OH WELL and many more 

VARIOUS ARTISTS • CHICAGO BLUES 
MATCD/MC 273 Featurlng HUDDY WATERS • BO DIDDLEY • BUDDY GUY ■ EARL HOOKER and many more 

VARIOUS ARTISTS • ROCKIN' THE BLUES 
MATCD/MC 274 Fealuring JIMIHENDRIX ■ ALBERT COLLINS ■ MUDDY WATERS and many more 

DÏSCO DâZE 

MATCD/MC 261 

P 

MATCD/MC 270 
A WOMM LOVE 
ÛV 

MATCD/MC 263 
METAL KILLERS 

MATCD/MC 264 
Love Hurts 

r/i 

MATCD/MC 275 
ORDER FROM 

BMG TELESALES 

021-500 5678 
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BUDGET PREV1EW 

BUDGET BOOMERS 
Valene Potter provides the essential stocking guide to hot product in the budget market 

ÏÏfSSSiÏÏMc 4321120684, CD 4321120682). Dealer pnce: £1.78, £2.96 Selling point: Presleyis always a strong seller at any price bracket. product strengths: Contains classic Presley love songs like Love Me Tender, It's Now Or Never and Crying In TheChapel. lirket market: From the committed Elvis fan to young initiâtes. Marketing backup: Media coverage, POS, sales campaign. 
DOLLYPARTON: Jolene (Ariola Express MC 4321120704 CD 43211 20702). Dealer price: £1.78, £2.97 Selling points: Since Whitney Houston had her massive hit with the Parton- penned I Will Always Love You, BMG has detected a resurgence of interest in Dolly as a performer. Product strengths: Contains hits like Jolene, D.I.V.O.R.C.E and her version of I Will Always Love You. Target market: Fans and those whose interest has been aroused by her writing ahility. 
JIM REEVES: The Hits Of Jim Reeves (Ariola Express MC 4321120734, CD 4321120752) Dealer price: MC£1.78 CD £2.97 

campaign of Jim Reeves product, this budget album should prove a strong seller. Product strengths: Contains hits like Distant Drums, Welcome To My World and I Can't Stop Loving You. Target market: New and old Jim Reeves fans. 
CASTLE COMMUNICATIONS SLADE: The Collection 81/87 Castle Communications (CCSMC/CCSCD 372) Dealer price: MC £3.64, CD £4.86 Selling points: Slade had 19 singles in the top 75 between 1981 and 1987 and this collection contains some of the best known, including WeTl Bring The House Down, My Oh My and Ail Join Hands. Product strengths: As well as Slade's Eighties' hits, this compilation contains live versions of some of their Seventies' standards, like Everyday and Gudbye T"Jane. Target market: 30 plus âge group 

10CC: The Early Years (Castle Communications EARL CD 12) Dealer price: £3.57. Available on CD only. Selling points: Compiled from early A & B sides. Product strengths: Contains early hits like Donna, Rubber Bullets and The Dean And I. 

EBU VARIOUS: The Blues Legends (Castle Communications tbc). Dealer price: £6.43 Selling points: Four CD boxed set, containing 72 tracks by renowned blues and crossover artists including names such as John Lee Hooker, Albert Collins and Jimi Hendrix. Product strengths: A définitive collection, which offers value for money at a suggested retail price of £10.99. 
VARIOUS: Charly Blues Masterworks Sériés, including - Bessie Smith: Empress Of The Blues (TC/CD BM 31); John Lee Hooker: Blues For Big Town (TC/CD BM38); Muddy Waters: Funky Butt (TC/CD BM 39); Bo Diddley: Signifying Blues (TC/CD BM 43); Howlin' Wolf: London Revisited (TC/CD BM 46) Dealer price: MC £2.49,CD £3.65 Selling points: An introduction to the blues aimed essentially at the younger record buyer and blues newcomers. Product strengths: Strong packaging, combined with strong musical and sound quality. Target market: 18-45 year 

% 

Biiiie Holiday THE ESSENTIAL RECOROINGS 

Billie Holiday:Essential Recordings at 
Collection (Conr 

ROY AYRES: Vibrant (Connoisseur VSOPMC/CD 179). Dealer price: MC £3.65; CD £4.85 Selling points: RoyAyres has had a large following in the jazz/funk market since the Seventies and has recently played sell-out shows in London and Birmingham. Product strengths: Compilation of Ayres' best- known tracks. Target market: 25 plus âge group attracted by live shows. 
ABC: TheRemix 

1; ■ ngff Jacton 5, SSom.c, The Four Tops and Diana Ross back in the public eye 
MARVINGAYLNightLife TCMPTflTinws AND THE picked to appeal right across the Selling points: Contams — 15500722/4); FOUR TOPS: Look 01 toye (5500772/4): JACKSON 5: thildren 01 The Light (5500762/4); MICHAEL jacksoN: MusicAnd Mo (5500782/4); GLADYS KNIGHT pND THE PIPS: You've Lost That ^n'fceHnglssoOM2/4); wokeyrobinsonandthe iccL^ ES: Tears Of A Clown ^"732/4); DIANA ROSS AND 'HE SUPREMES: Stop! In The 11!!!;° 01 Love (5500712/4): THE 

TEMPTATIONS AND THE SUPREMES: l'm Gonna Make You Love Me (5500752/4). Label: Karussell/Spectrum Dealer price: MC £2.38, CD £3.57 Selling points; Evergreen hits, packaged attractively. Product strengths: Motown product has not been widely available at budget price m the 
Target market; Ail of Karussell s rnneitoire has been purposely 

picked to .. board to ail âge groups. Marketing backup: Partof Karussell's major launch in May, to include national press advertising, posters, POS material and co-op advertising with retailers. 
DAVID B0WIE: The Gospel According To David Bowie (Karussell/Spectrum 5500212/4). Dealer price: MC £2.38, CD £3.57 

from his early career with Decca. Product strengths: Current album, Black lie/White Noise has revived interest in Bowie's back catalogue. 
THE BEATLES: First (Karussell/ Spectrum 5500372/4). Dealer price: MC £2.38, CD £3.57 Selling points: Early recordings, produced by Tony Sheridan for PolyGram Germany.  

VSOPMC/CD 182). Dealer price: MC £3.65, CD £4.85 Selling points; This is the first time that remixes of hits like Poisoned Arrow, Tears Are Not Enough and When Smokey Sings have been compiled on one album. Product strengths: Ail tracks featured were chart entries. Contains 75 minutes of music. Target market: Dance, collectors and ABC fans 
VARIOUS: The Motown Songbook (Connoisseur VSOPMC/CD 180). Dealer price: MC £3.65, CD £4.85 Selling points: Contains Motown covers by name artists including Standing In The Shadows Of Love by Barry White, Heard It Through The Grapevine by Joe Cocker. Product strengths: The latest title in the popular Songbook sériés. Target market: Collectors 
MUSIC COLLECTION INTERNATIONAL 
BILLIE HOLIDAY: The Essential Recordings (Music Club MCTC 095, MCCD 095). Dealer price: MC £2.43, CD £3.65 Selling points: Includes What Is This Thing Called Love, Porgy, That Old Devil Called Love andGodBless The Child (recently used in a TV advertsement for Volkswagen). Contains comprehensive bio. ► 
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BUDGET PREVIEW 
t> Product strengths: Excellent package, with informative eight page booklet, illustrated with high quality photographs. Target market: Tliose who are aware of Billie Holiday, but bave never bought her records, and collectors of Holiday product. Marketing Back up; Consumer ads, including specialist jazz magazines. 

VARIOUS: Opera's Greatest Arias (Music Club MCTC 099, MCCD 099). Dealer price: MC £2.43, CD £3.65 Selling points: Best known arias sung by 14 leading ténors at a concert in Ital/s Arena di Verona. Product strengths: Contains well-known operatic material plus well-detailed sleeve notes. Target market: Those who like opéra without being experts or regular buyers. Marketing back up: Ad campaign consumer and TV 1 
THE DRIETERS: Kissin' In The Back Row -The '70s Classics (Music Club MCTC 100, MCCD 100). Dealer price: £3.65, £2.43 Selling points: Contains The Drifters' greatest hits of the Seventies, including Kissin' In The Back Row Of The Movies, There Goes My First Love and You're More Than A Number In My Little Red Book. Product strengths: Packaged with an informative biography of the band. Target market: Ail fans of The Drifters. Marketing back up: Ad 

campaign in up- market 

MUSIC FOR PLEASURE 
DR HOOK: Making Love And Music, The 1976-1979 Recordings (TCMFP/CDMFP 5979); THE HOLLBES: Singles A's & B's 1970-1979 (TCMFP/CDMFP5980); VARIOUS: 20 Number One's Of The 70's (TCMFP/CDMFP 5981); VARIOUS: A Little Bit More: 20 Number Two's Of The70's (TCMFP/CDMFP 5982); VARIOUS: 20 Songs Of Love Prom The70's (TCMFP/CDMFP 5983). Label: Music For Pleasure Dealer price: MC £2.38, CD £3.57 Selling points: Sériés features hits taken from original mastertapes. Product strengths: Each album contains 20 original hits, representing good value for money at a suggested retail price of £3.99 for cassette and £5.99 for CD format. Target market: Across the board. Seventies music and fashions are currently back in vogue. Marketing back up: Allfive titles will be included in a Seventies music promotion, which will also cover MFP's Seventies back catalogue and is likely to include leaflets and inserts in trade magazines. 

The Pickwick Shows Collection: The Shows Collection (PWMC/PWKS 4142); Carousel (PWMC/PWKS 4144); Me 

And My Girl (PWMC/PWKS); The Sound Of Music (PWMC/PWKS 4145). Dealer price: MC £2.38, CD £3.57 Selling points: New recordings, featuring vocalists like Paul Jones, Gemma Craven, Denis Quilley, Dave Willetts and Liz Robertson. Sériés has a strong collectability factor. Product strengths: Quality recordings, featuring songs with mass market appeal, sung by name artists. Target market; Consumera who don't often visit West End shows, but know the songs. Marketing backup: Releases will tie in with a Big Shows summer campaign, to include the May release of an album by Stéphanie Lawrence and a new Andrew Lloyd- Webber Songbook recording. Campaign is scheduled to include point of sale material plus leaflets, press advertising and other promotions which e currently under 

BP— 

Dealer price: MC £2.38 CD £3.57 Selling points: Labelle was a major contributor to the hit Beverly Hills Cop soundtrack and recorded the hugely successful duet with Michael McDonald, On My Own. Product strengths: An introduction to Labelle's early 
Target market: New fans interested in Labelle's past 

VARIOUS: Miss Saigon (Tring International GRF224). Dealer price: £3.99 srp (NB Tring works on a base price basis.) Selling points: This is the only non-full price version of this repertoire available. Products strengths: Specially commissioned by Tring, ail the best-known songs from the musical are performed by reputable artists from the London stage and 

VARIOUS: Best Of Northern Soul (Double PlayJHD 088). Dealer price: MC£2.99 srp CD £3.99srp Selling points: Features tracks by artists like Evelyn Thomas, Betty Lavette, James Wells, Barber Pennington and LJ Johnson. Product strength: This is the first compilation of Northern Soul to be released at budget price. Target market: Baby boomers. Marketing backup: Usual Tring marketing support, I including posters. 
VARIOUS: Sentimental 70's (Double Play GRF 223). Dealer price: MC £2.99 srp, CD £3.99 srp Selling points: Features a number of Seventies easy listening pop hits, including Harold Melvin's If You Don't Know Me By Now, Eddie Holman's Hey There Lonely Girl and Marie Muldaur's 

PRISM LEISURE 

Midnight At The Oasis. Product strengths: Recent resurgence of interest in the Seventies. Target market: 25 to 40 year old females 
VARIOUS: Songs From The Valleys & More Songs From The Valleys (Twins TTMC 091, TTMC 092). Dealer price: £2.99 srp. Available on double cassette only Selling points: Features some of the greatest names in Welsh singing, including the Treorchy Maie Voice Choir and the Morriston Orpheus Choir. Product strengths: Titles include a cross section of traditional and light opéra, including the duet from The Pearl Fishers, Amazing Grâce and You'll Never Walk Alone. Target market: 40 plus âge group Marketing backup: Régional press campaign, in conjunction with local retailers. 

VARIOUS; The Punk Collection: Fun, Filth & Fury ( VIP WIPC 125). Dealer price: MC £2.38, CD £3.57 SeUing points: Contains some of the punk's best known and classic tracks, including such singles as X-Ray Spex Oh Bondage Up Yours!, The Ruts' In A Rut and The Skids Into The VaUey. Product strengths: Contains the best of Virgin's punk roster. Target Market: Those new to or those old enough to remember punk. HW 
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m 

ribbean Classics 

ÈdL K 
f fi - Campaigns back Prisr 
VARIOUS: One Love 2 (Prism Leisure PLAC3920, PLATCD 3920). Dealer price: £2.43, £4,75 Selling points: A général reggae compilation, which contains classic reggae tracks by artists like Johnny Nash, Arrow and Bob Marley. Product strengths: Follows up Prism's highly successful One Love 1 and its release coincides with the recent ravivai in the popularity of reggae music. Target market Casualpop 

SSEAN S 
WIESON 

2s 

re's mid-price spectrum including One Love 2, Scan Wilson, Smokie and Black Lace 
s who don't often fréquent record stores. Marketing backup: In-store posters and magazine reviews. 

SEAN WILSON: Turn Back The Years (Prism Leisure PLAC 911, PLATCD 911). Dealer price: £2.95, £4.75 Selling points: Wilson's following on the Irish/country scene is comparable to that of Poster And Allen, Product stengths: Since it was first released in November 1992, 

backed by TV ads, the title has sold more than 40,000 units, Target market; Fansof Irish/country music. Marketing backup: Ads in specialist magazines. Prism will also give it a big push through street markets. 
SMOKIE: Greatest Hits Live! (Prism Leisure PLAC 3916, PLATCD 3916). Dealer price; £2.43, £3.65 Selling points: Contains live versions of many of their biggest 

Chinnichap hits, including Living Next Door To Alice, ITI Meet You Al Midnight and Oh Carol. Product strengths: Smokie still retain a strong following, and this album captures the atmosphère of their live shows. Target market: Seventies rock génération, who will be as interested in the songs as they are in the performance. 

Dealer price: £2.43, £3.65 Selling points: Features ail the band's hits, including Agadoo and Superman. Product strengths: Its 25 tracks, including two previously unreleased, provide a "complété and définitive compilation", claims Prism. Target market: MORand children's market. Black Lace product has proved very popular at children's discos. Marketing backup: Poster campaign featuring album. 
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PICKWICK' 
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on 

The Shows 

Collection 

CAROUSEL ME AND MY GIRL 
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR 

CATS BARNUM 
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA 

ASPECTS 0F LOVE THE SOUND OF MUSIC 

An exciting collection of eight superb new albums 
featuring some of today's best artists 

singing musicfrom the most popular shows 

GEMMA CRAVEN PAUL JONES 
STEPHANIE LAWRENCE 

DENIS QUILLEY JESS CONRAD 
LIZ ROBERTSON 

Available from late May 
CD: srp £5.99 dealer £3.57 
MC: srp £3.99 dealer £2.38 

PICKWICK 



CHARLY CLASSICS SERIES 
Simply The B es t 

Over 125 Superb «Budget" titles 
UK Dealer Price 
Compact Disc £1.82 
Tape Cassette £1.21 

m 



  —  mid price/low price 

Retail's bargain bazaars 

bring outthe bylk buyers 
Recession-hit retailers are happy to embrace budget releases as the attractive nrices Recession-hit retailers are happy to embrace budget releases as the attractive prices 
tempt bargain-hunting customers to make multiple purchases, reports Robert Ashton - boxes full i -, .. - ■—î :      ... Reps clutching boxes full ofHank Williams cassettes priced at £1.9£ were once as welcome as Salman Rushdie in a Brick Lane mosque. But the recession has changed ail that. Estimâtes vary but the budget market could be worth as much as £250m a year - an irrésistible sweetenerfpr retailers who are being 

Multiples, indépendants, petrol stations, supermarkets, newsagents, corner shops, the local Chinese takeaway and anywhere else with a till and rack space are turning store space into bargain bazaars. Adrian Rondeau of East Anglian and Essex chain, Adrian's Records, is one dealer who has increased the size of budget sections in response to customer demand. They now represent about one-third of store space compared to less than 20% a few years ago. Similarly Andy Lown, senior manager, London, at Tower Records, reports a boom in budget business over the past 10 months. Philip Ames, managing director of 4-Play - the 43- store music, video and games chain - believes the public is increasingly concerned about value for money, and that's where budget scores. Tou don't need to work hard things for under £5," he says. 

The Clash and Rolling Stones: lower prices prompt bulk sales 
marketing director at Virgin, 
companies such as Sony at shifting back catalogue by switching full-price titles - 

week, but at weekends familles are its biggest customer group. Both helped budget-priced releases account for 8% of Welcome 

actually like to  amage because they feel they are finding a bargain. "People don't go into budget L i with a pre-conceived 
Rolling Stones - into the mid Wings for under £5," he says. price CD range. "When The chain sells five budget customers see the price CDs for every full or médium- différence they buy four price CD it shifts, amounting 

Eœss- Last summer's report ou music retailing by market les. "The idea is that they things they wouldn't have sic retailing by market see tnmgs cney wouiu.. c nav, 
11c uj-, - t ^anHce research consultants Verdict thought ofbuymgotherwise. iells five budget customers see the pnce «Hmated that non-traditional Barnes says a large tray full or médium- différence they buy four or five ^^UerenoW account ' '    ' ^ itsums, ami to around 40% of its turnovei Retailers say the budget nom has been helped by the eontinuing controversy sun-oundingCDpricing. 'the adverse reaction to «pensive CDs has had an îjnportant effect," says 

im" ®ut' says t'le mproving quality, packaging 
nraa8. .eye design of budget 

au a ' he says. Taylor believes many of these purchases are made by people wanting to replace 
fctoowkdgelÏuIlTs many ^[^eflected in the are first-time buyers and that r who 
profde'is^iardto pin down. featureamon^the budget 

music retailers now account containing every conceivable for 26% of ail sales. The report artist is popular witti hs suggests the budget music bargain huniers. He beheves purchaser is likely to be over budget product sells better 20 and unlikely to be a cuttmg '   i stacked in a dedicated area. The multiples appear to follow this approach. Virgin, HMV and Tower ail rack 

«-■vuiici nas helped sales, too. wer priced releases keep interest alive in artists who 
dati

laStheir foll-price sell-by hnu, t' t'le '"oR is knowing nowto price them. , tcople wiH always want a in cru m n ~-r bot retailers don't where the product is sold. stm devalue acts who have Mary Reid, retail execu Bnl! |0t sales in them." says motorway services comp. in Trar?es at Music Junction Welcome Breaks, says "H^'ngtonSpa.   John Taylor, product and MUSIC WEEK 17 APRIL1993 

^^'^ïïtiTostly bSiraLU records spécial budget promotions carnes suggests it is mostly composers are usually based on label or the "Marks and Spencer^ ^ particularly popular as are big musical genre -1 
band sounds frora Glenn Miller and Artie Shaw, and 

tne maras auu. a"-" headscarf brigade" who buy budget stuff, but HMV audio and video product manager ----_ ^  « au m usts who lanAshbridge says it has MUK 
sssactws- tszzss:. 

, The resuit for HMV, ' s that it Shaw, antt lormsuuice, i» u.a. the Sixties normally expects about 5% ot es identifies ' ' ' ' ' ' ÉMÉ  

conscious consumers u±^ embarrassed about muddling around in dump bins, which is how much budget product is sold. Ames says budget 

market. The split is probably wider here than on higher price points because the price gap in the budget sector isn't enough to give cassettes a marked advantage, Typically, Tower sells about 80 CDs to every 20 tapes while Adrian's Records, one of the few retailers to stock budget vinyl, sells at the level of 70% CD, 25% tapes and 5% vinyl. The industry may have found a new area for expansion, but some retailers are already sounding waming notes. Quality of sound and packaging (particularly in the classical arena) is definitely improving, but Rondeau suggests budget labels could enhance their output if they consulted dealers on track listings." Sometimes 20 tracks of rubbish are piled on to a CD when what is really wanted is the 10 top hits," he says. And Rondeau isn't placated by the argument that "you pay your money, you take your choice". He warns that if budget labels don't take care to keep quality at a satisfactory level, consumers could become dissatisfied and begin to ignore the sector. "People don't buy music as a quantitative thing. When they play the CD they don't take into considération the price. Price is only relevant at the time of purchase," he says. But will the popularity of budget records drag down prices of new releases from major artists? Opinion is split. Philip Ames is convinced the way forward for major labels is to restructure their pricing policy in relation to breaking acts. But lan Ashbridge believes the status quo will prevail and people will always expect to pay more for the new Dire Straits album. The danger is customers may perceive a couple of budget price titles as a better option than one full-price new release. And there could really be a problem if consumers started to regard new albums : canying a triple price premium. As record companies begin to adopt a portfolio approach to pricing, 

;s stock to be budget records. The stores argue that product should not be  - categorised by artist when the premi idea is simply to tum people on to an impulse purchase. pui uimu ™ — The split between CD and they realise it is of pnme cassette sales at mid- and low- importance to mamtain the price reflects the décliné of the value of new productas well as cassette in the mainstream cutting the pnce of the old. 
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APPOINTMENTS 

iMedldab Book-keeper 
Required for top Video & TV Production Company. Computerised Accounts up to TB. Production Accounts. Crédit Control Work. Circa £15,000. CV's to Louise Whiston 

Medialab Chelsea Wharf, 15 Lots Road, London SW10 071-351 5814 
CKEDIT CONTMOIXEK required for music business service company Must have relevant experience Salary by negotiation Situated North West London Plcase apply to 

Box No MWK 121 

(m 

P.A. REQUIRED 
Agency experience preferred 

Contact Beth 
(071) 602 8822 

Concorde International Artistes 

RECORD SHOP 
ENTRIPilNIPR We are looking for a very ambitious young record store manager with 3-5 years buying experience to start and grow with an exciting new record retail venture. In addition to a salary, we are offering an equity stake to proviae excellent rewards for total commitment by the right person. Please send a letter and ev to Nicholas Baies, 43 Elgin Crescent, London W17 2JU 
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SALES PROFESSIONALS 18K + COMMISSION + CAR We need two very spécial sales people (one for our cassette 

s used to dealing with totigh clients, œ^srefationship^to 'ad^rpreœure" wel?1 

From da^on u'Il be applying yo 
tsto ureueanlfésTaW^hira'rapp^ nairtaining records and proHIes. vve naven t said much about ourselves. We're a leading independent manufacturer of CDs and cassettes, We're very successful, forward-thmkmg, young. dynamic and growmg fast, You'll help us to grow ev- " 
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iwhat it takes. 
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SALES ADMINISTRATOR, 12K 

MAY K I N G plea^sej^a Rizwana^NÏazi.'Mayking MAÏ M IN U 
RECORDS ^Road-Battersea- CASSETTES 

e and reward high input 
MAYKING 

COURSES 1 BUSINESS T0 BUSINESS 
Places now available on our exclusive 

R 
o 

"MUSIC 
INDUSTRY" 
Evening Programme 

AU lectures given j\ [ by top industry professionals 
"For more détails call: 

CR0" 071-583 0236 The Global Entertainment Group Providing professional training and support  to the music industry 
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Ml YQU m UP WIÎH ÊMPÎY PROMISES? is your mmommi qlb mo tired? YOUNG, ENERGETIC MANAGEMENT ' WITH OVER 15 YEARS MUSIC / - - -NT EXPERIENCE. WE ARE LOOKING FOR GOOD MALE/FEMALE VOCALISTS TO WORK WITH SOME OF THE UK'S TOP PRODUCERS. ALL MUSIC STYLES CONSIDERED. .1. HAVE A 'E uivu sa/eu ropean cr base. IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A CHANGE PLEASE SEND C.V., TAPE, PHOTO'S AND S.A.E. TO: A & R DEPT F.T.I. PRODUCTIONS 6 CANHAM MEWS, CANHAM ROAD, LONDON W3 7SR TEL: (081) 749 9596 FAX: (081) 740 9767 

G0T A GOOD mm 
F0RATRACK? 
mm hilr i© put 
iï lOGif^iR? 

F1NISHED A TRACK BUT DON'T KNOW WHERE TO TURN NEXT? PIGEON PIE PRODUCTIONS CAN HELP. WE CAN PRODUCE REMIX, PRESS, PROMOTE AND HOPEFULLY SECURE A RECORDING DEAL. 

PLEASE SEND C.V., TAPE, PHOTO (IF APP) AND S.A.E. TO: LABEL MANAGER PIGEON PIE PRODUCTIONS 6 CANHAM MEWS, CANHAM ROAD, LONDON W3 7SR TEL: (081) 749 9596 FAX: (081) 740 9767 
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MUSIC 5H0PF1TTINGS sOWSEBS.WAllDISPLAYS lARTOISPlAYS • COUNTERS SIORAGEUNITS^^ 
SIANOARO range or CUSTOM BUILT IN HOUSE DESIGN and manufacture 

for MORE INFORWATION 
TEl. 0480 414204 
FAX. 0480 414205 

^ # 
N0TAN0THER 
BR0KEN RECORD! 

S"' SWAN 

ot dlimi&j 
) CASH available 

m 
MUSIC STOREFITT1NGS • Browsers • Wall Systems 

WANTED! 
and a Reward Ail CDs, Cassettes, Videos, etc. New, used, amples — any^product 
Clearing overstocks, deletions, closures our speciality. I ta 100,000 - collection arranged. 
WEST END THE LEISURE PEOPLE II Praed Street, London W2 Tel: 071-402 5667 Fax; 071-402 5560 

BLACKWING THE REC0RDING STUDIO Customers include: Erasure, Alison Moyet, MARRS, Lévitation, Ride, Jésus Jones, Pale Saints, Love & Rockets, Pixies, This Mortal Coil, Mekons, The Shamen, House of Love, Inspiral Carpets, Daisy Chainsaw, Swallow. Mixing suite with optifile Dolby SR in ail rooms Tel: 071-261 0118 

>4iRBORNE 

C B SOUND 
24 TRACK sjypip Albums include Buffy Sainte Marie Sinead O'Connor Siedah Garrett Kiss of Life We are reknowed for vocal producti 

• DIGITAL EDITING 

BHAMCIIRA IS GETTING bigger & BIGGER Is your finger on the puise? For ail Bhangra enquiries — artists, production, promotion, distribution and eurent catalogue: NACHURAL RECORDS Leaders in new wave bhangra 
Tel: 021 434 3554 Fax; 021 429 1122 

» Outstonding Donce 
PLEASE CONTACT HOWARD 

BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITES 

STUDIO & OFFICES FOR SALE - £59,000 IDYLLIC COTSWOLD SETTING 

Grey "Virgin" style racking albums, CD's, cassettes etc., 

MANAGER 
IS LOOKING FOR NEW AGIS IN THE POP/DANCE/ ROCK FIELDS OR UK AND EUROPEAN REPRESENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL ACTS. PLEASE NOTE CONTEMPORARY MUSIC AND TALENT REQUIRED NO TIME WASTERS. SEND TAPE/BIOG/PHOTO TO BOX NO MWK122 

THE DEFINITIVE MAGAZINE FOR CHARTWATCHERS 
' :r   

3; 

HIT 

MUSIC hits POT 

*-ru . r,,! Aih..m<; rharts * Genre, format and overseas charts ; The top 100 Singles and Albums charts ^ ^ than £2 per issue, 
Detailed chart analyses out ^ week 

For further information contact Phil Matcham on 071 620 3636 
Mus,r ERA, Spotlight Publications, 8th Floor. Ludgate House, 245 Blackfr.ars Rd. London US1C WEEK 17 APRIL 1993 
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i * -  vj Phonogram m—{i 
xzJ & L: 

John Reid Enterprises 
CONGRATULATE ELTON JOHN 

ON HIS RECORD BREAKING PERFORMANCE 
in the US Billboard Singles Chart. 

Elton's current US single - "Simple Life" - breaks 
Elvis Presley's record for the artist ivho 

bas achieved Billboard Top 40 Single status 
for the most consécutive years. 

"Simple Life" marks Elton John's 
y—-yi twenty - fourth consécutive year j^— 
jt A I with a Billboard Top Forty Hit. f 

Elton John at Earls Court May 12th & 13th. 
(All net proceeds to the Elton John Aids Foundation) 



DQQLEY'S DIARY 
Eemember where you heard it: 
Hundreds of Suede fans were 
shocked at the last-minute cancellation of the chart-topping 
band's prestige London show at the Kilhurn National last Thursday. 
Word reaches us that Camden Council refused to let the gig go 
ahead because of a licensing technicality. Devastated promoter 
Bob Angus said he had never experienced "anything like it" in a 
decade of putting on concerts in the 
capital... Radio One FM scored an 
interesting first last week when it 
put an album track on its "B" playlist for the first time. For the 
record, the track in question was 
Miracle Goodnight off David 
Bowie's Black Tie White Noise 
album. "We're now making our 
judgements on the music alone," says 
One FM mainstream programme 
editor Paul Robinson. Watch for 
other tracks to follow...Meanwhile 
John Peel sent his own message to 
Robinson on the final day of his 
daytime stint standing in for Jakki 
Brambles. Which record did he 
choose to dedicate to the playlist 
chief? The uncompromising 
industrial techno of GTO's Red 
Alert...BMG chairman John 
Preston was humbled last week on 
the train up to Sheffield for the 
Sound City launch. Sitting 
comfortably in the first class 
compartment, it was only when he 
was asked for his ticket that he 
discovered that the trip's organisers 
had only booked him into second 

r\ 
& 

CharlieDick (sec- ond left), Patsy Cline's widower, fiew in to London to accept a post- 

after Cline's death. Country music consi  , . Stars In Your Eyes winner Araanda Normansell, a confirmed Cline 'an, look happy enough that the release has now sold 250,000 units in the UK. But can someone please break the good news to a stern- laced Steve Brink, Prism's sales and marketing director? 

Those old Status Quo poses were dusted oH in Sheffield last week when Lord Mayor Bill Jordan and his wife Jane joined Bruno Brookes to launch the Sound City event. To judge from the Lady Mayoress's finger positions, she may he more used to ribbon-cutting scissors than inllatable guitars, though her husband rocked oui hap- pily. Earlier HMV had benefited from a hefty plug in his speech which was broadcast live on-air; listeners may have been slighlly bemused by his reference to BBC Radio "F 1", however. 
class along with lesser hacks, press 
officers and BPI, One FM and 
Musicians' Union bods...Once in 
Sheffield, visitors were spoilt for 
choice about what to do and where 
to go. Those who attended the 
mayor's lunch were slightly 
disappointed by the cocktail party 
nature of the food provided, however. 
As one BPI wag noted, "How can you 
have a Cutler's Hall without any 
cutlery in it?"...Meanwhile one One 
FM ambassador was slightly put out 
when, incognito, he tested an HMV 
assistant's knowledge of the week's 
events. "1 dunno, go and ask fat 
Simon," said the youth in reference 
to Simon Bâtes, who had just 
finished his live show downstairs... 
As if to prove right last week's Music 
Week report on its miraculous 
revival, PWL has notched up its first 
platinum single award since 1989 
by selling 600,000 copies of 2 Unlimited's No Limit... 
Congratulations to Damont Audio 
sales and marketing director Kim 
Hurd and husband Nick, who are 
celebrating the birth of son 
Gus...Meanwhile Damont MD Chris 
Clark is running his first London Marathon on April 18 at the tender 
âge of 48. Any sponsors interested 
in helping his local boy scout and girl 

guide group should give him a call on 
081-573 5122...Talkingof sponsorship, Pete Madison and 
Allan Trill are doing a sponsored 
hike ride from John O'Groats to 
London between August 28 and 
September 12 in aid of the Dance 
Aid Trust. Any potential private or 
corporate sponsors should ring them 
on 0204 395504...Oddest National 
Music Day event confirmed so far: 
The Stranglers, Paul Jones and 
The Blues Band and others are set 
to play HM Prison Dartmoor... 
Former BMG sales director Dave 
Harmer clearly isn't eut out for life 
as an indépendant consultant. 
Expect news of a new post next week 
...Former Woolwich Tramshed 
général manager Steve Forster 
awaits calls on 081-854 7937 
following the closure of the 
venue...Not satisfied with appearing 

Il was smiles ail round when vétéran rockers Coverdale (centre leftl and Page joined EMI président and ceo Rupert Perry (left) and EM1 UK label divisional managing director Jean François Cecillon (right) for a toast to celebrate their albums début at number live in the US and number four in the UK. Let's hope Perry is still smiling after his appearance at the CD pricing inquiry. 
at London's renamed Forum venue, 
the Velvet Underground have also 
announced dates at Wembley Arena 
and Edinburgh's Playhouse at the 
start of June...There's nothing like a 
ban to stir up a bit of publicity. But 
is it really very surprising that 
London Transport turned down the 
Geffen/HMV hoarding for 
Aerosmith's Get A Grip album on 
the grounds that pierced cow 
udders, superimposed or not, might 
cause offence?...Congratulations to 
East West press officer Shane 
O'Neill and Warner video co- 
ordinator Maxine Cotton, who tied 
the knot on Easter Monday.  

Itusicweek 
I ABCl 

Incorporating Record Min- 24SB.„T"-' 
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- ADVERTISEMENT - 
• Castle Budget 

and Charly Classics CD & MC now in stock 
IRISI 
ilSURE CORPORATION 

Call 081-804 8100 For Everyone in Musw Retailmg 

MM price & budget sales 

consolidâtes in North London 
Prism Leisure have put Enfield on million in the last year, bases it to extending our mid-price and in the market-place by carrying the music industry map as the success in releasing a diverse budget labels and becoming the over 1000 titles in its mid- prime mover in the mid-price and range of leisure products including best distributors in Europe" said price/budget range as well as its budget stakes. Prism, the stock music licensed from both major chairman Geoff Young. range of specialist Irish music. market quoted distributors labels and original sources. The North London company has Also Prism stock videos and com- revealed a turnover of over 12 "We aie fiilly commited at Prism now further strengthened its rôle puter software. 

Sean rivais 
Daniel in 
Country/ 
M0R sales 
Ifs the battle of the Irishmen these days as SEAN WILSON is building himself up as the biggest threat to Daniel O'Donnell in the country/easy listening market- place. Sean made the U.K. Country Music Charts a few months back with his Platinum album 'TURN BACK THE YEARS', and contin- ues to hold down a Top 10 placing as active record sales compliment highly popular concert appear- 

This is just the beginning of the SEAN WILSON phenomenom. The N. Ireland bom singer has another 10 albums in the Prism Catalogue that are ail at Mid Price, as well as three equally strong selling videos. You had better watch out Daniel ! ! ! ! ! 

Prism Top 10 
Mid Price 

Prism 
catalogue 
The complété Prism collection - cassettes, compact dises, videos, games and other goodies - is revealed in the company's new cat- alogue. Ifs attractive présentation makes the catalogue as collectable as many of the items listed in the 28 page publication. "Essential alternative compul- sive reading" commented a multiple retailer who swopped his Guardian Saturday supplément for a copy of this highly prized, much sought after publication. 

Raving we're ravieig! 
Prism's Rave Energy video has single is currently tearing up the just hit the streets and is already dance floors! In-store promotional causing a stir. A free CD single malerial is available from Prism cornes with each video and a 12" direct. 
Préparé yourself for îlie future 
June sees the release of FUTURE The Orb, Aphex Twin, Future SHOCK the biggest and best Sound Of London and other big Cyberdelic video to hit your names this promises to be a shelves. With a soundtrack from guaranteed hit. 

Patsy & Wsiiy continue îhe success story 
Country music videos add up to Loretta Lynn and Tammy performances. The Patsy video another success story for Prism, Wynette, the releases continue was launched in the UK by the as well as further revealing the with brand new music biographies late legendary singer's husband company's faith in the music. from Patsy Cline and Willie Charlie Dick. Charlie was in With best selling items by top Nelson, London to look for talent for a American artists Merle Haggard, Both of these new releases fea- fonheoming thealrical production. Waylon Jennings, George Jones, ture a generous amount of music No further détails were revealed. 

Karaoké 
challenge 
After top sales success with Irish, Country, Crooning, Scottish, Rock n Roi! and Party Karaoké, Prism is set to redefine the boundaries of good taste with the release of its Rugby Songs Karaoké video. A collection of the most randy and raucous songs ever associated with pubs, shower rooms and coach trips, this is one Karaoké that is not for famrly participauon. And between shipping out daily orders, the good folks at Prism Leisure have been practising for the new season. They now feel confident enough to take on the industry in the first ever music business Karaoké challenge. Ail interested parties should contact Karaoké king, Steve Brink. 

flS- 

Bobby's 

back 
After an absence of eight years, piano wizard Bobby Crush has returned to the recording studios resulting in a new album set for release by Prism Leisure. The for- mer winner of "Opportunity Knock"s budget album "Hollywood and Broadway" is released on the Platinum Music label. It includes several famous stage show titles including Beauty & The Beast, Any Dream Wtll do and Bohemian Rhapsody. 

iRemeinbering George Formliy 
other âge as George Formby tells his own story in this new video. The programme, introduced by Alan Randall contains many of his inimitable songs, including When l'm Cleaning Windows, Chinese Laundry Blues and Down The Old Coal Hole. The video finely compliments Prism's already released 20 track budget album Best of George Formby (PLATCD 28, PLAC 28). As George undoubtedly would have said about these items "Tumed out nice again". 


